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Contemporary Uses of the Brainwashing Concept: 2000 to Mid-2007 Stephen A. Kent, Ph.D. University of Alberta Abstract The brainwashing concept is sufficiently useful that it continues to appear in a wide variety of legal, political, and social contexts. This article identifies those contexts by summarizing its appearance in court cases, discussions about cults and former cult members, terrorists, and alleged victims of state repression between the years 2000 and mid-2007. In creating this summary, we discover that a physiologist has examined the biochemical aspects of persons going through brainwashing processes, and that (to varying degrees) some judges and others related to the judiciary have realized that people who have been through these processes have impaired judgment and often need special counseling. Most dramatically, a new brainwashing program may be operating in Communist China, a country whose political activities toward its own citizens in the late 1940s and 1950s spawned so much of the initial brainwashing research. In relation to controversial religions, the brainwashing debate is particularly intense, probably because so much is at stake. For groups themselves, avoiding a ‗spoiling designation‘ as organizations that at least try to brainwash their members is vital for their public images. Consequently, some groups have put out public relations statements dismissing the validity of the concept (for example, The Family, 1993; Foundation for Religious Freedom [Scientology], 2000:85-86), and they find support in the work of scholars who argue that the concept itself has no social scientific validity (for example, Aldridge, 2000, pp. 160-170; Anthony and Introvigne, 2006; Richardson, 1993). For several academics and scholars on both sides of the issue, professional reputations are at stake, which may explain why the debate over the concept has become acrimonious at times. For others in the academic, legal, and ex-member communities, however, ‗brainwashing‘ is a concept with great utility because it applies to intense programs of indoctrination that various ideological groups impose upon members and/or potential members in efforts to obtain social-psychological compliance and adherence. In this article, I expand the discussion about the utility and applicability of brainwashing by moving outside the comments of scholars (like myself) who have been involved in the social scientific debate and bring forward examples of how professionals and laypeople in the legal, political, financial, and ‗ex-cult‘ communities use brainwashing to make sense out of their lives and events in them. In doing so, I introduce perspectives from people who are not entangled in the rancorous exchanges within the social sciences about brainwashing but who nevertheless use the concept. This article, therefore, proceeds inductively, as I gather, organize, and present information about the use of brainwashing in descriptions that people formulate about their own lives and the lives of others. Methodologically, the data-gathering process that I use involves the examination of legal documents and various presentations in newspapers, magazines, and biographical and autobiographical accounts that mention brainwashing as possible explanations for intense, (almost always) detrimental personality reformulation programs that people seemed to have Cultic Studies Review, Vol. 7, No. 2, 2008, Page 3



undergone. I obtained these sources in a variety of ways, which included database and Internet searches and an ongoing compilation that I began several years ago of print-media articles that use the brainwashing term. My choice to begin this analysis with materials in the year 2000 was an attempt to get beyond the raft of speculative articles about millenarianism and ‗cults‘ prior to the beginning of the new century, and selection of late June 2007 as a cut-off date simply reflected that fact that I had to prepare my initial findings for a conference held around that period. I hope that, in the future, someone repeats a similar analysis for material that appears after mid-2007, especially because the debate over ‗brainwashing‘ is not likely to subside. Through monitoring media stories, plus continuing to read about various alternative religions, I have amassed a collection of references that various academics, journalists, lawyers, other professionals, and former group members have made to brainwashing. For purposes of presentation I have divided these references into categories—ones that admittedly have some overlapping characteristics. These categories include New Religions/Cults; Teen Behavior Modification Programs; Terrorist Groups; Dysfunctional Corporate Culture; Interpersonal Violence; and Alleged Chinese Governmental Human Rights Violations Against Falun Gong. ‘New Religions/Cults’ Aum Shinrikyo Japanese defense lawyers representing Aum Shinrikyo members on trial for their role in the 1995 Tokyo subway gas attacks used a brainwashing defense in an effort to save their clients‘ lives. According to The Japan Times: Mind control at the hands of Aum Shinrikyo founder Shoko Asahara was a key defense argument for many of the 11 cultists sentenced to death and the six others handed life prison terms for carrying out Aum‘s heinous crimes—an argument that had little if any effect. As the convicted cultists pursue their appeals, including before the Supreme Court, their lawyers continue to seek leniency, claiming their clients were brainwashed by the guru and his teachings—a factor the courts have partially recognized. In the case of Kiyohide Hayakawa, who was convicted of playing a role in the 1989 murders of Yokohama lawyer Tsutsumi Sakamoto and errant cultist Shuji Taguchi, the Tokyo District Court determined the accused was in ―a state of absolute obedience to the guru, in which it was unthinkable to refuse his orders.‖ But Hayakawa was nonetheless sentenced to hang. The judge noted, ―It is very common in organized crimes that a member of a lower rank blindly follows the orders of his senior, and that does not lessen his criminal responsibility‖ (Wijers-Hasegawa, 2004:1). Subsequent court rulings boosted to thirteen the number of former Aum members sentenced to death, including Yoshihiro Inoue, who initially had received a life sentence for his involvement in the attack. A lower court had spared Inoue the death penalty, apparently having accepted his attorneys‘ argument that he had been brainwashed and had not been directly involved with releasing the gas. This court even allowed Inoue to receive counseling about his involvement in the group, during which time he had ―reflected deeply on his deeds‖ (Wijers-Hasegawa, 2004:2). Presumably his repentance, combined with his indirect involvement, were sufficient grounds for the lower court to stop short of a death sentence. In late May 2004, however, the Tokyo High Court overturned the lower court decision by imposing the death penalty on him (The New York Times, 2004). A journalist named Yoshifu Arita, who was following the Hayakawa trial, sharply criticized the court‘s failure to realize the importance of the ‗brainwashing‘ techniques. He stated: Cultic Studies Review, Vol. 7, No. 2, 2008, Page 4



The court completely lacks the view that it is dealing with crimes committed by a cult.... Sentences are handed down under the same criteria as any other criminal offense, and punishments are based on the number of people killed in the crime involving the accused cultist. But the judges should have first realized that the crimes would never have happened if it had not been for Asahara. Arita said society has wrongly perceived the cultists as part of a bizarre fringe group. They could have been anybody, he said, noting Asahara used brainwashing tactics that entailed the use of drugs. In ‗the initiation of Christ‘ ploy, Aum members had to drink a liquid containing LSD, and then were made to sit in solitary confinement with a photo of the guru and listen to his recorded sermons for up to ten hours. Because they did not know they had been drugged, they thought their hallucinations were the result of some religious miracle, thereby solidifying their dedication to the guru, Arita said (Wijers-Hasegawa, 2004:2). The journalist‘s points are worth reiterating because we then can compare them with several American court rulings about people who had been brainwashed and manipulated by other cult leaders. First, courts apparently recognized that brainwashing occurs as a real social-psychological phenomenon, and a lower court‘s permission to one defendant, Yoshihiro Inoue, to receive counseling about his Aum involvement would have saved his life (Wijers-Hasegawa, 2004:2) if a higher court had not overturned the ruling. (Later we will see examples involving American courts where defendants claiming to have been brainwashed obtained counseling, repented, and received reduced sentences.) Second, Japanese courts‘ acknowledgement that defendants had been brainwashed did not mitigate their death sentences. (Soon we will see an American case in which a parole board also acknowledges brainwashing but continues to deny parole, probably because of the serious nature of the initial crimes.) Third, the journalist‘s comments remind us that Asahara‘s indoctrination techniques used drugs—particularly LSD. Indeed, the respected terrorist expert working for the RAND Corporation, Bruce Hoffman, also wrote about Aum‘s administration of ―drugs—including powerful hallucinogens and electroshock therapy—to ‗brainwash‘ recalcitrant group members and make them more compliant‖ (Hoffman, 2006:122; see 124). Although in an article published in Cultic Studies Review I have mentioned the relatively under-examined role that substance abuse has played in the lives of many cult leaders and members (Kent, 2004:106-107), what occurred within Aum Shinrikyo harkens back to the CIA and United States army mind-altering LSD experiments conducted in the early to mid-1950s and early 1960s (Lee and Shlain, 1985:27-43; Scheflin and Opton, 1978:108-112, 137-144, 147).1 The brainwashing explanation appears in another analysis of a former cult member of another group whose leader used drugs to break down and indoctrinate his followers. This analysis involves a study of the former follower of Charles Manson, Leslie Van Houten, written in 2001 by a Canadian criminology professor at Simon Fraser University in Vancouver, British Columbia. The Manson Family Criminologist Karlene Faith is unequivocal about what happened to Van Houten: ―She joined Manson‘s cult and she was brainwashed‖ (Faith, 2001:xviii). As part of the brainwashing process, Faith discussed Manson‘s use of LSD to manipulate Van Houten, summarizing an expert on the drug who testified at one of her trials that ―Leslie surrendered herself to him Cultic Studies Review, Vol. 7, No. 2, 2008, Page 5
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processes mediated by LSD‖ (Faith, 2001:111). The professor



A powerful guru can take hold of the minds of his subjects while they are under the effects of LSD, and reinforce his authority over them in times when they are not under the drug‘s effects. This was surely the case with Charles Manson. (Faith, 2001:114) Important to note about the Van Houten case is that, apparently, her parole board finally acknowledged that Manson had brainwashed her, but it still did not use that acknowledgement in order to grant her release. In 2000, ―After thirteen hearings, beginning with her first one in 1978, a board panel finally officially acknowledged that Leslie had indeed been the victim of cult brainwashing‖ (Faith, 2001:152). Still, however, the board denied her parole, perhaps because of the viciousness of her crimes and the continued opposition from the family of her victims (Faith, 2001:151-153). As is the case with former members of Aum Shinrikyo, the severity of the crimes that Van Houten committed seems to outweigh the official acknowledgement that she had been brainwashed when committing them. Winnfred Wright An acknowledgement of brainwashing also took place in a 2003 California court case in which a man and two women were convicted for the malnourishment death of a nineteenmonth-old child. Many of the twelve other children in the home suffered from malnourishment and rickets. The male head of the household was a vegan Rastafarian named Winnfred Wright, who fathered these children with the women under his control. One article written about what it called this ―cultlike‖ group that referred to itself as The Family indicated that various authorities and others who had contact it alleged ―that Wright manipulated these women with drugs, sex, violence, and racial guilt‖ (Brown, 2002:2). I am unable to find out more about the alleged manipulation through drugs, but two of the women charged along with Wright, Deirdre Hart Wilson and Mary Campbell, asked for, and received, permission from the judge to ―enter a treatment clinic for former cult members‖ (Klien, 2003:1). Prosecution and defense lawyers argued over whether the women had been brainwashed, with the defense attorney taking issue with the prosecution‘s ―contention that Wilson was no more a victim of brainwashing than ‗Patty Hearst, John Walker Lindh or the Manson women‘‖ (Garretson, 2003:2). Ironically, some observers would contend that all three of those figures in fact had been brainwashed. In any case, upon returning from a month at Wellspring (which is a rehabilitation facility in Ohio for former ‗cult‘ members), Wilson stated, ―‗Mind control is a reality,‘‖ and referred to herself as a ―‗psychological amputee‘ as a result of physical, psychological and sexual abuse during her 15 years with Wright...‖ (Garretson, 2003:1). It is unclear whether the judge factored in her brainwashing and subsequent counseling when he sentenced Wilson to seven years and four months for felony child abuse (Garretson, 2003:1), which was less than the eleven years and four months that she could have received. Likewise, Mary Campbell‘s tenyear sentence could have been four years longer. Wright‘s sentence, however, was for sixteen years (Garretson, 2003:2). While I cannot be certain whether the judge ever said that the women had been brainwashed, the fact that he allowed—over the prosecution‘s objections--two defendants to obtain treatment for their subjugation under Wright suggests that he suspected that they had been. Brainwashing, therefore, likely mitigated the women‘s sentences, but did not completely absolve them from guilt. If in fact brainwashing played this mitigating role in sentencing, then it is in line with recommendations that a lawyer and a psychiatrist made about the utility of the concept in light of issues raised thirty years ago in the Patricia Hearst trial (Lunde and Wilson, 1977:377). Cultic Studies Review, Vol. 7, No. 2, 2008, Page 6



Karen Robidoux and the Body In yet another ‗cult‘ trial in the United States in February 2004, Karen Robidoux, who was the mother of an infant who died from starvation, had a jury clear her of second-degree murder while convicting her of misdemeanor assault and battery. Her husband, however, received a first-degree murder conviction for the child‘s death. Karen Robidoux‘s lawyer ―had argued that [she] was brainwashed and tortured by her husband and other members of the group‖ (Associated Press, 2004:1). Like the women under Winnfred Wright‘s control, Robidoux went to a rehabilitation centre (in this case, Meadow Haven, in Massachusetts [Ellement, 2004:2]). Once again, it is impossible to know for certain whether her enrollment in a rehabilitation centre for ex-cult members had an impact on the jury‘s opinion of her, but the jury‘s foreman determined that ―‘her intent was not to kill the baby‘‖ (foreman Robert Bartolome, quoted in Ellement, 2004:1). Jesus Christians Brainwashing charges against another group, the Jesus Christians, appeared in the press after ―Canada‘s largest organ transplant hospital has cancelled an operation that would have allowed a young Australian man to demonstrate his deep Christian faith by donating one of his kidneys to a desperately ill stranger in Toronto‖ (Boswell, 2007a:A1). According to the article, ―More than half of the 30 members of the Jesus Christians—from Britain, Australia, Kenya, and the United States—have provided a kidney to recipients around the world...‖ (Boswell, 2007a:A9). The potential donor was twenty-two-year-old Ash Falkingham, and officials at the Toronto General Hospital ―postponed the transplant after Falkingham‘s mother, Kate Croft, raised alarms about her son‘s membership in the Jesus Christians and claimed that [the leader, David McKay] had coerced Falkingham to make the donation‖ (Boswell, 2007a:A9). The press labeled this alleged coercion ―brainwashing.‖ The expected recipient of the Falkingham‘s kidney, Sandi Sabloff, however, and potential donor Ash Falkingham himself, dismissed the Crofts‘ brainwashing allegations…. ‗By implication, they [i.e., hospital officials] are definitely hurting Ash, and the Jesus Christians, because they refuse to also list the REAL reason [for the cancellation],‘ [Ash] wrote. ‗Which is they also call off operations if they think adverse publicity will bring criticism on them (in this case, from religious bigots).‘ (quoted in Hartley, 2007) Apparently Ash initially had received permission to proceed with the kidney donation after having passed a preliminary interview (conducted over the telephone) ―with an executive committee from the hospital that included a psychiatrist, a social worker, and a bioethicist.‖ The hospital then determined that he had tissue compatibility with the potential recipient (Sabloff). Ash even claimed that ―he was sent for an evaluation with a forensic psychiatrist who specialized in the field of undue influence, or brainwashing,‖ and subsequently ―‗the hospital told me I was cleared of any suspicion of undue influence‘‖ (quoted in Hartley, 2007). For ethical reasons involving patient confidentiality, however, the hospital would not say why it cancelled the surgery. Nor did the media articles provide any specific information about the alleged brainwashing that went on in the group. Meanwhile, Sabloff held out hope that Australian authorities might allow the transplant to go on in their country (Boswell, 2007b).
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Lyndon LaRouche Among the more compelling recent accounts of brainwashing is that which appeared in a Washington Post Magazine article about Lyndon LaRouche, who leads a politically oriented group often called a political cult (Witt, 2004). Reporter April Witt documented LaRouche‘s frequent claim that ―enemies, including American, Soviet, and British intelligence agencies, [were] sending brainwashed zombies to assassinate him‖ (Witt, 2004:37). Moreover, within the group during the 1970s, Brainwashing hysteria quickly spread through the LaRouche organization, [former member Paul] Kacprzak says. He attended LaRouche meetings in the United States where there were ‗people writhing on the floor saying, ―I‘ve been brainwashed, somebody deprogram me!‖‘ (quoted in Witt, 2004:37). The account of another former member, however, indicated that the LaRouche group itself might have been doing the brainwashing. Former member Michael Scott Winstead recounted the circumstances that led to his own departure from the movement: One day a member of LaRouche‘s inner circle of advisors was giving a lecture when he touched upon a favorite topic in the movement—brainwashing. He mentioned a 1957 book on the subject, Battle for the Mind. Curious, Winstead tracked down the book at a library. ‗Various types of belief can be implanted in people, after brain function has been sufficiently disturbed by accidentally or deliberately induced fear, anger or excitement,‘ the author, William Sargant, wrote. ‗Of the results caused by such disturbances, the most common one is temporarily impaired judgment and heightened suggestibility‘ (quoted in Witt, 2004:39; see Sargant, 1957:145, 160-168). Chinese communists ‗spread their gospel,‘ the author noted, through psychological conditioning: inventing enemies, isolating trainees in special locations, keeping them exhausted by performing demeaning tasks and learning difficult new terminology, using informers to keep people tense and uncertain, and forcing them to sever ties with family and friends, even encouraging their recruits, as Hitler had, to denounce their parents. ‗Winstead felt ill,‘ he says. ‗I sat there and read exactly what I had been going through for the last six months,‘ he says. ‗It [i.e., his involvement in the LaRouche group] definitely had worked on me quite a bit, more than I‘d like to admit to myself then or now‘ (quoted in Witt, 2004:39). Within days, Winstead left the group, and—as he did—he stuffed a report that he had written about (what he felt were) LaRouche‘s brainwashing techniques into the mailboxes of members (Witt, 2004:39). Cults in General Among the most interesting and recent discussions of cults in general took place in a 2004 book written by a research physiologist at the University of Oxford, Dr. Kathleen Taylor, which is devoted entirely to brainwashing. While specialists in the area of cults would adjust a few of her facts—she seems to believe, for example, that the attack against Congressman Leo J. Ryan happened when his plane landed near Jonestown rather than when he was leaving (Taylor, 2004:32)—the study is important in part because Taylor came to the topic unencumbered by the rancorous debates within the social scientific scholarship on ‗cults/new religions‘ (see Zablocki, 2001:159-171). First, she uses the label ‗cults‘ when describing groups that passionately, ―fervently, and irreconcilably, believe their own descriptions‖ of reality (Taylor, 2004:37). Second, she
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realizes that ―many of the most dangerous cults can be described as totalitarian‖ (Taylor, 2004:43). Third, she realizes that ―coercive techniques may be applied to keep members in the group‖ (Taylor, 2004:44), although not all groups need to use them. This statement certainly is in line with ones that Ben Zablocki and I have made about some groups using brainwashing techniques in efforts to retain members (Kent, 2001:367-368; Kent and Hall, 2000:75; Zablocki, 1998; 2001:174-177). Finally, while rejecting any notion that ―a particular process called ‗brainwashing‘ ... is distinct from ... other psychological processes‖ (Taylor, 2004:44), she nonetheless realizes the brainwashing term alerts us to the ―dream of control‖ that dangerous cults and their leaders hold: When the apocalypse comes, it is the cult which will survive and inherit the new dispensation; the rest of the world will be dead, or at best enslaved. In the here and now, the cult leader typically insists on increasingly severe control over his members‘ lives, often encouraging them to refer to him as God or God‘s representative on earth .... (Taylor, 2004:45) Because cult leaders and members hold these grandiose visions, she concludes, ―Brainwashing as control fantasy [by cult leaders] remains extremely relevant‖ as a concept (Taylor: 2004:45). Much of the remainder of her study discusses how the extreme social psychological pressures that people undergo in brainwashing programs change the neurology and physiology of the brain. In doing so, Taylor has given the discussion about brainwashing grounding in medical science that complements and extends the social scientific discussions about the processes. Her definition of brainwashing, however, still assumes that targeted individuals must be in such a program unwillingly, which is a highly contentious assumption not shared by several others cited in this article. Regarding a wide range of research, she concludes, ―the studies suggest that brainwashing, in its aspect as process, is best regarded as a collective noun for various, increasingly well-understood techniques of non-consensual mind change‖ (Taylor, 2004:23). While many might disagree with the implication that brainwashing always takes place in nonconsensual settings, few researchers doubt that the particular techniques employed in brainwashing attempts simply are well-understood socialpsychological phenomena.2 Taylor reminds us, too, that the techniques also involve physiological alterations and reformulations within the brain. Teen Behavior Modification Programs In the mid-1980s, Louisiana and Georgia officials developed facilities for teenage boys who had gotten in trouble with the law for various offences (Selcraig, 2000:67). Soon similar facilities appeared in other sections of the United States, and various camps and programs opened in other countries. Parents who were concerned, if not at times desperate, about their children‘s (real or imagined) behaviors sent their children to these programs, as did juvenile justice officials in many states. Criticisms arose, however, about the often brutal— and sometimes deadly—punishments that the ‗inmates‘ suffered, and some of those brutal punishments led to charges that the teens were undergoing brainwashing programs. For example, a parent, Karen Burnett, who withdrew her son from the Dundee Ranch Academy in Costa Rica, looked at what her son had been through and concluded, ‗It‘s really a brainwashing technique. It‘s to keep them hungry, keep them stressed, break them down, emotionally, psychologically, get them to admit to their crimes, then build them back up. And in the building back up process ... you rebuild what you want.‘ (quoted in Smyth, 2003) Likewise, psychologist Larry Brendtro, president of a nonprofit and advocacy group for troubled children called Reclaiming Youth International, looked at the accounts of the
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procedures that sixteen-year-old Katherine McNamara experienced in a Mexican program called Harmony Harbor and concluded: ‗The methods which she describes are substantially the same used to brainwash prisoners of war: Isolate individuals from anything familiar, strip them of their personal identity, push them psychologically and physically to the point of exhaustion, make them submit to all-powerful adult authorities, and use pure ridicule and punishment to enforce authority‘ (quoted in Arriola, 2001:3).3 Many of the accounts from teens who had been in programs in Oregon, Missouri, Italy, and Mexico involved ―psychological rapes, physical abuses, [and] sleep and food deprivation ...‖ (Arriola, 2001:1). Despite, if not because of, these probable abuses, attendance in these programs seems not to deter juvenile crime, with one study finding ―that nearly three out of every four children who pass through the camps are back in detention within a year‖ (Selcraig, 2000:67). In 2005, eighteen plaintiffs filed suit against at least a dozen defendants who either owned or worked at a Christian ―boot-camp‖ facility for troubled teens in Mississippi. The facility— formerly known as Bethel Children‘s Home, then Bethel Boys Academy (with a girls‘ equivalent in another part of the state), and finally Eagle Point Christian Academy—had been under investigation several times previously (see Coalition Against Institutionalized Child Abuse, 2007). During one investigation in 1988, which led to the closure of the facility, state officials raided the facility amidst ―charges of mental and physical abuse.‖ Some of the children in the institution, however, ―were loyal, many believed brainwashed, and wanted to stay‖ (Wade-Dixon, 2002). A court reached a settlement with the facility that was supposed to eliminate the abuse of children (by such actions as ―allowing restroom and water breaks during exercise to forbidding the use of electrical devices for discipline‖ [Brown, 2003; see Chancery Court of George County, Mississippi, 2003]), but allegations of abuse continued. Consequently, in 2005, numerous parents filed suit against Bethel Boys Academy and its staff, in which (among a litany of allegations) they assert that the facility brainwashed the defendants. The specific claim states: 35. Defendants routinely pressure cadets to remain at the Academy as staff. In some cases, pre-arranged marriages are carried out, with Defendant performing the marriage ceremony and both cadet and spouse remaining as Bethel Staff members. Such employees are given a pittance of pay, much less than minimum wage, and are expected to enforce all the demands of the Defendants against any cadet in their custody. The employment of such persons is made possible only by Defendants‘ brainwashing and routine deprivation of substantial age and intelligence appropriate education which might thereby render the cadet competent and confident to find employment in the outside world. (Struble et al v. Fountain, et al, 2005:para. 35) I am unable to determine what the current status of this action is. Terrorist Groups With the escalation of suicide bombing in numerous locations around the world, attention has turned to the indoctrination and training that these bombers receive. Analysts sometimes use the brainwashing concept to describe what people go through in order to detonate bombs that destroy themselves and others. For example, the Director of Global Research in International Affairs, Barry Rubin, reports, ―Palestinian groups have historically used after-school activities and youth clubs to spot potential suicide bombers. Promising recruits have then typically been subject to intensive brainwashing by experienced terrorists‖ (Rubin, 2004).4 Cultic Studies Review, Vol. 7, No. 2, 2008, Page 10



Experienced terrorists in another part of the world, Sri Lanka, also put recruits through a brainwashing program, according to Christoph Reuter, who is an international correspondent for the German magazine, Stern. Writing about the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE), Reuter reported: Brainwashing methods have played a significant role in the Tamil Tiger organization. In its training camps, one hears heroic songs blaring from loudspeakers from dusk to dawn. LTTE recruits are not allowed to marry; they are already married to the ‗Tamil Eelam.‘ Nor are they allowed to have sex, for anyone who is chaste and who saves his sperm bestows a magical potency on it or gives it superhuman powers which are then set free at the critical moment. The highest goal, drummed repeatedly into the heads of the youths, is to be ready to die for the common cause…. [T]he highest honor is to be invited by [their leader, Velupillai Prabhakaran [b. 1954]) to a ‗last supper‘— an opulent meal normally available only to those who have been chosen for a suicide attack (Reuter, 2004:160).5 Here we have a reputed brainwashing program that does not orient one to an afterlife paradise but instead to ―the privilege of being at the side of God‘s chosen one in the hereand-now, for the first and last time, at an evening feast‖ (Reuter, 2004:160). Nevertheless, the outcomes of both the Palestinian and Tamil Tiger brainwashing programs are the tragic loss of life, coupled with untold pain and suffering.6 Dysfunctional Corporate Culture Terrorist training might involve the most extreme situations of brainwashing programs that do use forcible confinement and physical coercion. By contrast, highly focused and ideologically filled corporate training has neither aspect to it. Nevertheless, anthropologist and psychoanalyst Michael Maccoby described General Electric‘s (or GE‘s) corporate executive officer (from 1981 to 2000), Jack Welch, as a narcissist, and then added that his organizational ‗teaching‘ involves a personal ideology that he indoctrinates into GE managers through speeches, memos, and confrontations…. GE managers must either internalize his vision, or they must leave. Clearly, this is incentive learning with a vengeance. I would even go so far as to call Welch‘s training brainwashing. (Maccoby, 2000:76) This evaluation of Welch‘s rule may sound exaggerated, but a management study of his tactics indicated that ―For several years, GE managers were encouraged to carry in their wallets a card listing GE values, just as Chinese party members, soldiers, and students had to carry Chairman Mao‘s Little Red Book” (Abetti, 2006:79). Important to note about Maccoby‘s evaluation of Jack Welch‘s program is that people were neither forcibly restrained to stay nor physically threatened if they tried to leave. Social, professional, and financial pressures likely kept many people in the company (although tens of thousands were fired) and acted as incentives for those employees to successfully internalize the values that Welch imposed; but if these pressures resembled brainwashing, then he and GE did not conduct it with a sanction of violence toward those who quit. Interpersonal Violence In the examples of alleged brainwashing cited thus far, all of the abuses took place within group contexts of four or more people. Two legal cases occurred early in the new decade, however, that involved only dyads, in which defense lawyers argued that the less powerful individuals had suffered brainwashing. Both cases involve deeply disturbing behaviour.
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Graeme John Slattery In February 2004, Graeme John Slattery, 42, went on trial in Australia, charged with ―keeping a woman as a slave in the garage of his family home...‖ between 1996 and 1999 (Silkstone, 2004). While the defense argued that the woman could have left but did not (thereby providing consent), the ―prosecutor said the woman could not leave Slattery because she had been subjected to brainwashing similar to that experienced by concentration camp victims. She was brutalized, her head shaved, and her name taken away, replaced by the demeaning title ‗toe rag,‘ which was tattooed on her body‖ (Silkstone, 2004). The defense failed, and Slattery received a fourteen-year sentence for convictions ―on 2 charges, including assault, indecent assault and intentionally causing serious injury against the woman between 1996 and 1999‖ (Walsh, 2004). Lee Boyd Malvo By far, however, the highest-profile case in which the brainwashing defense appeared was the Washington, D.C. sniper case involving Lee Boyd Malvo, who—at seventeen years old— was arrested along with John Allen Muhammad in late 2002 for a string of random sniper killings of ten people. Because of Malvo‘s age, the court appointed a guardian to act as a replacement for a parent; and this guardian, Todd G. Petit, concluded that Muhammad had brainwashed the boy. ―‗The only conclusion I can come to is that [Malvo] was under the total control of John Muhammad… This really was an indoctrination and brainwashing of the boy‘‖ (Petit, quoted in Jackman, 2003). Petit researched the boy‘s history, discovering that his mother had abandoned him when he was fifteen. Without a place to live, he moved in with Muhammad, and then probably listened to the older man‘s teachings of hatred against the United States government and other bodies. Petit concluded that Muhammad‘s brainwashing ―‗probably started out as benign and not very forceful, worked its way ... until he could tell Lee what to do, how to act, and Lee had no choice but to listen‘‖ (Jackman, 2003). With other evidence in hand about how dependent Malvo was and how controlling Muhammad had been of Malvo, Malvo‘s defense team decided to go with a temporary insanity defense based upon brainwashing in an attempt to explain the young man‘s participation in the shooting death of an FBI analyst in Fairfax County, Virginia on October 14, 2002. According to one of Malvo‘s lawyers, ―‗Lay folks may use the term ‗brainwashed....‘ Specifically, it is the defense of indoctrination‖ (Craig S. Cooley, quoted in Kovaleski, 2003). In the end, this defense did not prevent a jury from finding Malvo guilty, but it might have been the key factor in the young man avoiding the death penalty and instead receiving life in prison (see Eichel, 2004:3). During the trial, the press reported about the testimony of defense witnesses who concluded that Muhhamed likely had brainwashed Malvo. One of these witnesses was Paul R. Martin of the Wellspring rehabilitation facility in Ohio, who suggested that John Muhammad ―may have come to control Mr. Malvo‘s mind and free will.‖ In making his argument, Martin drew ―parallels to the brainwashing of prisoners of war in Korea, to the Jonestown mass suicide, and the Branch Davidian siege in Texas‖ (Liptak, 2003). The press reported on the expert testimony of another witness, psychiatrist Diane Schetky, who concluded that a ―childhood marred by abuse, neglect, and the absence of a father figure rendered ... Lee Malvo susceptible to brainwashing techniques that enabled him to kill without emotion‖ (Bender, 2004). Along these same lines, psychologist Steve Eichel and psychiatrist Neil Blumberg concluded that Malvo had a dissociative disorder, with Blumberg concluding that the young man had lost the ability to distinguish between right and wrong ―because of brainwashing by his alleged accomplice, convicted killer John Allen Muhammad.‖ Specifically, Malvo was ―suffering from an unspecified ‗dissociative disorder,‘ depression, and a ‗conduct disorder‘‖ Cultic Studies Review, Vol. 7, No. 2, 2008, Page 12



(Siegel, 2003:1; Eichel, 2004:1). These diagnoses were in line with the Diagnostic and Statistical Disorder IV-TR, which gives as an example of ―Dissociative Disorder Not Otherwise Specified‖: ―States of dissociation that occur in individuals who have been subjected to periods of prolonged and intense coercive persuasion (e.g., brainwashing, thought reform, or indoctrination while captive)‖ (American Psychiatric Association, 2000). In the Washington Post, reporter Don Oldenburg used the Malvo case to highlight other recent cases in which the brainwashing concept appeared. After he mentioned the Manson family murders, Jonestown, and the Heaven‘s Gate suicides, Oldenburg indicated: When Islamic extremists flew airliners into the World Trade Center and the Pentagon, some speculated brainwashing. The mother of ‗shoe bomber‘ Richard Reid and the father of American Taliban soldier John Walker Lindh said their sons were brainwashed. When kidnapped Elizabeth Smart was reported to have strangely complied with her abductors, her father said she had been brainwashed. (Oldenburg, 2003) Throughout the rest of the article, Oldenburg used insights from Benjamin Zablocki, Philip Zimbardo, Robert Lifton, Dick Anthony, and James Richardson, all of whom are important people in the brainwashing debate, to provide an overview of the controversy surrounding the term. It is doubtful, however, that Malvo‘s trial changed any of these disputants‘ views about the brainwashing issue. Alleged Chinese Governmental Human Rights Violations Against Falun Gong In the classic research on brainwashing, conducted in the 1950s by Lifton, Schein, and others, the actions of Communist China came under close scrutiny. The Communists ran reeducation or brainwashing programs for members of society (especially intellectuals) in attempts to indoctrinate them into the Party line, and the Communists collaborated with the North Korean brainwashing programs against captured United Nations soldiers. In the contemporary period, the Communist Chinese appear to be using camps again in efforts to indoctrinate a defiant segment of its population—those persons who practice Falun Gung. Numerous Falun Gung websites speak about brainwashing programs and facilities against practitioners who run afoul of the law (for example, Falun Dafa, 2007:Falun Human Rights Working Group, 2003-2007: 2; FalunInfo.net, 2007:2; Friends of Falun USA, 2004:2), and an article in the Washington Post seems to confirm these sites‘ assertions. In August 2001 the newspaper reported:



used Gong Gong basic



After a year and a half of difficulties in suppressing the movement, the government for the first time this year sanctioned the systematic use of violence against the group, establishing a network of brainwashing classes and embarking on a painstaking effort to weed out followers neighborhood by neighborhood and workplace by workplace, the sources said. They said the crackdown has benefited from a turn in public opinion against Falun Gong, since five purported members set themselves on fire in Tiananmen Square, leading many Chinese to conclude the group is a dangerous cult (Pomfret and Pan, 2001:A1).7 Worth noting is that—at least on the surface---these classes have parallels to the Communist brainwashing programs in the 1950s. So, too, does the current regime‘s development of labour camps resonate with techniques that Chinese Communists implemented in the early years of its regime. Mentions of contemporary ―labor camps‖ appear throughout Falun Gung‘s literature, as indicated by the account of a woman who reputedly ―was detained at the Fenghuangtai Office for one month of brainwashing, then illegally sent to a labor camp‖ (FalunInfo.net,2007:3). Of course, the Cultic Studies Review, Vol. 7, No. 2, 2008, Page 13



Communists in the 1950s (Fu-Sheng, 1962:160, 173; Schein with Schneier and Barker, 1961:50), and then again during the Cultural Revolution (MacInnis, 1972:360-366; Rice, 1972:291), used labor as part of their re-education efforts (see also Pomfret and Pan, 2001:A22). Moreover, according to Amnesty International‘s 2007 report on China: Hundreds of thousands of people were believed to be held in Re-education through Labour facilities across China and were at risk of torture and illtreatment. In May 2006, the Beijing city authorities announced their intention to extend their use of Re-education through Labour as a way to control ‗offending behaviour‘ and to clean up the city‘s image ahead of the Olympics. (Amnesty International, 2007:3) Amnesty‘s report specifically named a Falun Gong practitioner who received a two-and-a half-year sentence into one of these re-education and labour programs for having possessed the group‘s literature (Amnesty International, 2007:2). China, however, is not the only ideologically driven body to use labour as part of its reeducation efforts. Studies published in 2000 and 2001 showed that both the Children of God/The Family and Scientology had used labour as part of their confinement and reeducation programs to ‗reform‘ supposed deviants in their respective organizations. Scientology‘s program is called the Rehabilitation Project Force, and it has operated in various forms since 1974 (Kent, 2001). Likewise, in the late 1980s and early 1990s, the Children of God/The Family put teens through hard labour in its teen detention programs (Kent and Hall, 2000:67). No information exists, however, abut whether the designers of either program consciously borrowed the idea of forced labour from the earlier Chinese camps. Conclusion Clearly we have much to learn about the contemporary situation of Falun Gong in China, and at some point an entirely new wave of publications is likely to appear about these reputed brainwashing programs. Certainly, too, these publications will return to the classic brainwashing literature in an attempt to see whether the new Chinese techniques and programs differ from ones used in the 1950s. Descriptions of the Chinese government‘s anti-Falun Gong campaign are only a few of many social contexts in which laypeople and professionals are using the brainwashing concept. Its widespread use does not necessarily mean that that it is a legitimate social-scientific term. As a British writer, Dominc Streatfield, concluded in his recent, book-length history of brainwashing, it ―is a useful term because it can be used to describe anybody who performs actions out of character…. Although no one really seems to know exactly what ‗brainwashing‘ entails, how it works, or who uses it, the term is applied all over the place‖ (Streatfield, 2006:357). Indeed, this article has documented that the brainwashing term is in fact applied ―all over the place‖—courtrooms, terrorism discussions, analyses of interpersonal undue influence, abusive teen behaviour modification programs, high-demand business settings, and so on. Streatfield may misstate, however, just how much various people know about what ‗brainwashing‘ entails, how it works, and who uses it. While the content of such programs varies according to the groups or individuals operating them, all seem to involve manipulative, systematic efforts at reformulating the attitudes, beliefs, and behaviours of target populations. Nothing in any of the techniques is mystical or magical; all of the techniques—in whatever combinations they may appear within particular programs— use well-understood social psychological means (albeit usually for ends that likely are harmful for the targeted persons).
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Kathleen Taylor would even go so far as to argue that she and others now understand brainwashing down through the levels of physiology and biochemistry. Several judges and parole-board personnel seem to have recognized that some people brought before them had committed criminal acts while having been brainwashed, and a few judges even have let defendants receive treatment before sentencing. These actions make me question the categorical statement made by sociologist Lorne Dawson, who indicated, ―American courts will no longer accept expert testimony on ‗cult brainwashing‘ as scientifically credible‖ (Dawson, 2006:96). Evidence presented here shows that American judges allowed defendants to receive treatment to counteract brainwashing, thought reform, or mind control in at least two cult-related cases (Winnfred Wright and Karen Robidoux), and brainwashing evidence was the central defense in the Malvo case. Likewise, we should not arbitrarily discount the accounts (as some social scientists such as Dawson would have us do) of people who have gone through intensive thought- and behaviouralalteration programs, and subsequently have been able to reflect critically upon them (cf. Dawson, 2006:106).8 Moreover, the appearance of a physiology book on brainwashing should transform the debate about the concept to a new level of discourse, providing a partial response to critics who assert that the concept itself is unscientific. Whether confinement and force are necessary remains a research question rather than a conclusion; but suffice it to say that a few of the examples that I provided of professionals using the brainwashing term involved situations of imprisoned confinement and immediate physical punishment, while others did not. Indeed, some of the situations involved manipulative drug use, so it seems likely that altered states play a role in the brainwashing techniques found in some social settings. Regardless of what ongoing researchers might find or what definitions they might use, it is far too early to move beyond the brainwashing debate and leave important issues either unexplored or unanswered (see Zablocki, 2001:168-169). I disagree, therefore, with the position taken by sociologist of religion Lorne Dawson, whose call for expanding the study of alternative religions beyond (among other issues) the ―‗brainwashing controversy‘‖ seems like an attempt to shut the door on further examination of the concept‘s utility (see Lucas, 2007:12; cf. Zablocki, 1997). Intelligent, thoughtful people from a variety of backgrounds continue to use the term, and social science will be remiss if it lets its own disciplinary biases get in the way of legitimate, and potentially important, research. End Notes [1]



The most extensive and diverse U.S. government research program involving the effects of LSD was MK-Ultra, begun by the CIA in April 1953 and continued into the 1960s. Research involving LSD apparently had six variants, all revolving around its possible use in warfare or covert operations. Various experiments and projects attempted to use LSD to disturb people‘s memories; facilitate ―aberrant‖ behavior, the performance of which would discredit the unwitting actors; change people‘s sexual patterns (and presumably opening them up to blackmail or other compromises); facilitate interrogation; heighten suggestibility; and create dependence (presumably on the drug itself, thereby making them susceptible to compromise [Scheflin and Opton, 1978:147]). Clearly, Asahara‘s use of LSD to create a god-like illusion about himself among his followers is an example of using the drug to heighten suggestibility, although I have no indication that the CIA ever tried to create godly delusions. [2]



I note, for example, that psychologist Yvonne Walsh dismissed use of the brainwashing term when discussing controls that some ‗new religions‘ and ‗modern cults‘ employed against individuals, some of whom subsequently entered therapy. She feared, for example, that ‗brainwashing‘ conveyed the use of mystical and ―bizarre‖ techniques of control that (if they were real) would place them beyond the realm of orthodox psychological intervention (Walsh, 20001:127). The techniques that cults and others use, however, are well known within social psychology (Walsh, 2001:126). On this point, of course, Taylor would agree, so it is unfortunate that Walsh rejected use of the brainwashing term based upon a misconception. Walsh also insisted that brainwashing implies an ―apparent physical
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threat‖ (Walsh, 2001:126), which Taylor may also have assumed but which others dispute (Lifton, 1957:6; Zablocki, 1997:99). [3]



Worth noting, however, is that in February 2007, the owner of the former Dundee Ranch Academy, Narvin Lichfield, was acquitted of charges involving ―coercion, holding minors against their will, and ‗crimes of an international character‘ (violating a law based on international treaties, in this case, torture)….‖ While the three judges declared Lichfield innocent, they still ―said they believe the students at Dundee were abused, but the evidence and testimony presented did not prove that Lichfield ordered the abuses‖ (Baxter-Neal, 2007). [4]



Two other references to brainwashing and terrorism are worth mentioning. First, an imam in Alberta, Canada was ―almost certain‖ that he knew the identity of a young Canadian being held in Afghanistan for assisting insurgents in May 2007. ―Sheikh Alaa Elsayed says that just a few months ago he urged a University of Calgary computer-science student, who had been ‗brainwashed‘ by Internet propaganda, to dispense with notions of fighting the jihad in Afghanistan‖ (Freeze, 2007a). Second, a notorious Canadian family of fundamentalist Muslims, the Khadr family, has four sons, all of whom have served prison time for alleged terrorist activities. One son (Abdulrahman), however, has denounced his family‘s political orientation and al-Qaeda support by stating that his relatives are ―‗mindwashed‘‖ (quoted in Freeze, 2007b). [5]



I thank Susan Raine for reminding me of this information.



[6]



I note in passing that a Website run by the Wyoming Office of the Attorney General—Division of Victim Services about domestic violence states, ―Experts have compared methods used by batterers to those used by terrorists to brainwash hostages‖ (Wyoming Silent Witness Initiative, 2007). Finally, a graduate student of mine, Terra Manca, found a quote about brainwashing made by a young woman who had been abducted briefly by the Lord‘s Resistance Army (LRA) in Uganda. When a researcher asked her why she thought the LRA trained child soldiers to commit appalling atrocities, she replied, ‗―The rebels ... target the children, because they are brainwashed very fast ... and when they do something they don‘t really reason: ‗What I am doing is bad ...‘‖ (quoted in Allen, 2006:42). [7]



I am aware, too, of the study by Human Rights Watch and the Geneva Initiative on Psychiatry (2002), examining Communist China‘s abusive use of pseudo-psychiatry to punish political and social dissenters. [8]



The most recent examples of former members using the brainwashing term to describe how they had been indoctrinated in a group they consider to be a cult are in a book written by three sisters who grew up in the Children of God/The Family but who eventually left as they gained insights into the abuses that they had suffered (Jones, Jones, and Buhring, 2007:263, 271, 381, 403; see 83).
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Innocent Murderers? Abducted Children in the Lord’s Resistance Army1 Terra Manca University of Alberta Abstract For over twenty-one years, a guerrilla force known as the Lord‘s Resistance Army (LRA) has been terrorizing the people of northern Uganda. The LRA abducts children to help it fight against local civilians and the Ugandan government. LRA commanders use extreme violence to control these children. The LRA justifies the use of this violence with its secretive spiritual and political ambitions. Many of the children in the LRA commit horrendous acts, such as mutilations and murders, against civilians in a effort to survive while they await the opportunity to escape. Some of these children eventually internalize the violence that the LRA subjects them to and become willing participants in the movement. In this article, I discuss how the LRA‘s organization, its use of religious doctrine, and its use of physical coercion manipulate children in an effort to create obedient members of the LRA. Northern Uganda is experiencing one of the worst and most under-reported contemporary human-rights crises today because of the atrocities that the Lord‘s Resistance Army (LRA) commits. For twenty-one years, the LRA has forced children of northern Uganda to terrorize their own communities. Estimates reveal that the LRA has abducted more than 25,000 children to help it internally displace more than 1.5 million people and cause the deaths of more than 100,000 people (Prendergast 2005, 3; Taylor 2005, 560). In its efforts, the LRA combines terrorism with religious concepts from the Acholi (a group of people in northern Uganda), Christian, and Islamic traditions to control abducted children and the population of northern Uganda. The LRA‘s uses of the Acholi religion are particularly potent because ―many Africans make no formal distinction between the sacred and the secular, between the religious and the nonreligious, between the spiritual and material areas of life‖ (Vanderwood 1994, 131). Acholi people—the LRA‘s primary targets—run their lives as if the unseen world is as real as, if not more real than, the physical world (Otiso 2006, 21). As a result, many Acholi believe that Joseph Kony, the leader of the LRA, has supernatural powers, and therefore they are afraid to resist his movement. Even with his warlord status, however, Kony and his movement lack popular support and rely on forcing children to join the movement in an attempt to retain power. Abducted children who comprise most of the LRA‘s forces generally do not know why the LRA fights or why it directs most of its attacks onto the Acholi population, whom the LRA claims to be saving. Furthermore, the death rate of these children is high due to malnourishment, the harsh climatic environment, and violence. Many recruits forced into the LRA want to escape but find that their best opportunity to do so will arise if they obey the LRA‘s rules. Recruits who pretend to internalize, or do internalize, the LRA‘s lifestyle (i.e., who see their role within the LRA as a positive or permanent part of their identities) become an integral part of the movement. Some people cannot make sense of the violent actions of children in the LRA and assume that the children are brainwashed and cannot tell the difference between right and wrong (Allen 2006, 42; O‘Loughlin 1997, 7). Yet, many children who escape claim that they knew what they were doing was immoral. These children claim that they obeyed their commanders out of fear rather than conviction and did whatever they had to, no matter how violent and immoral, to survive and await escape opportunities. Cultic Studies Review, Vol. 7, No. 2, 2008, Page 20



In this article, I identify the resocialization process that the LRA forces onto abducted children, especially in reference to the group‘s religious rituals, and I argue that some children participate in atrocities only as a survival technique. I focus on the LRA‘s use of Acholi beliefs because most (but not all) LRA recruits and victims are Acholi. First, I give a brief background on Acholi traditional religion and the Ugandan history that led to the emergence of the LRA. Then I delve into issues of physical, psychological, and spiritual manipulation to explain how the LRA treats children. Next, I discuss the organization of the LRA and the advantages for children (regarding their own survival) who advance within the organization. This information provides a context for understanding why some children obey their commanders and later escape, and why other children never attempt to leave despite the fact that they were forcefully and violently recruited. Acholi Spiritualism The LRA uses references to Uganda‘s belief systems, especially Acholi beliefs (traditional religion and Christianity) to aid in recruiting children and terrorizing the northern Ugandans (including other non-Acholi groups). The Acholi people are diverse descendents of fifteenthcentury migrants who shared a common language (Lwo) and culture (Behrend 1999a, 15; Finnström 2003, 55). Acholi solidarity is a response to the centuries of trauma brought by invaders, colonialists, and various state regimes. Without a common ethnicity, the Acholi share common beliefs regarding jogi (spirits, forces, or power), which can possess people, animals, or objects. Jogi are responsible for the well-being of the people and can legitimate the ideas of their mediums (Behrend 1999a, 106, 15). The Acholi believe in secular reasons for the existence of misfortunes in the material world, but that the unseen world determines who suffers misfortunes (Allen 2006, 31). Many Acholi believe in other world religions, most often Christianity, along with their traditional beliefs (such as beliefs in jogi). Christian missionary efforts during the colonial period resulted in the fusion of Christianity with traditional Ugandan religions, such as the Acholi traditional religion. This fusion created the Christian-Acholi belief that good spirits operate for the Holy Spirit (Tipu Maleng)2, and evil spirits operate for Satan (Behrend 1999a, 107, 118). Eventually, the Acholi came to believe that most free jogi (jogi brought from outside Acholiland since the colonial period [Behrend 1999a, 15]) were evil and Tipu Maleng was the only spirit that they could be sure was pure (except for other Christian jogi such as Jok Jesus and Jok Mary [HRW 1997, 65]). With the belief that most jogi were evil, the Acholi considered many ajwaki (witches possessed by free jogi [Allen 2006, 32]) evil. Traditionally, ajwaki were women or men with feminine qualities (such as unmarried men and men living in their fathers‘ homes) who claimed that jogi possessed them (Allen 2006, 32). The influence of Christianity created concepts of redemption and apocalypse that some military religious organizations in northern Uganda, including the LRA, use (or used) to motivate followers (Behrend 1999a, 22). Furthermore, the LRA‘s leader, Joseph Kony, claims that the jok (singular for jogi) Tipu Maleng and other good jogi possess him. His use of violence to recruit and terrorize, however, convinces many Acholi and abducted children that evil jogi possess Kony and, therefore, he is an illegitimate ruler with supernatural powers. Historical Background In the 1850s, industrial nations began to exploit the upper Nile region (including Uganda) in their search for slaves and ivory (Allen 2006, 25). By 1900, Uganda was a protectorate of the British Commonwealth and reliant on the King‘s African Rifles, which was a northern Ugandan army operating under British command, for stability (Allen, 2006:26; Jackson, 2002:36). Most soldiers in the King‘s African Rifles were men from northern Uganda, especially from the Acholi people—the ―military ethnocracy‖ (Jackson 2002, 36). Britain was Cultic Studies Review, Vol. 7, No. 2, 2008, Page 21



content to use northern Uganda as a source of soldiers, labor, and foodstuffs and to invest in southern Ugandan development (Mawson 2004, 132). As a result of this policy, southern Uganda (especially the Bugandan region) became rich in commerce, civil service, and cash crops (Jackson 2002, 36), while northern Uganda stagnated economically, and many men in the region became dependent on war for employment (Doom and Vlassenroot 1998, 6). When Uganda gained independence in 1962, Britain granted presidency to the leader of the Bugandan tribe (the Kabaka), whom Milton Obote soon ousted with the help of the King‘s Army Rifles (Allen 2006, 28). As a president, however, Obote was dependent on his soldiers to maintain his power (Allen 2006, 28). One of President Obote‘s commanders, Idi Amin, took advantage of Obote‘s military dependency in 1971 when Amin held a coup with some of Obote‘s non-Acholi soldiers (Jackson 2002, 36). The international community initially saw Amin‘s rise to power as a positive alternative to President Obote, whom many considered communist, but President Amin soon proved to be a brutal dictator who idolized Hitler, exiled thousands of Ugandans, and killed many more—including many northern Ugandans (Legume 1997, 252, 255). One of President Amin‘s massacres involved the slaughter of many soldiers of northern descent in 1972 (Van Acker 2004, 340). Horrified, the remainder of those soldiers retreated into Sudan and became the Uganda National Liberation Army (UNLA), which supported former President Obote (Allen 2006, 29). In 1979, the Tanzanian government aligned with the UNLA to oust President Amin and restore Obote to power (Allen 2006, 29). Obote ruled by violence and faced opposition from many people. In 1980, the future president, Yoweri Museveni, retreated into the forest with his guerilla forces, the National Resistance Army (NRA [Allen 2006, 29]). From 1980 until 1985, battles raged between rebel groups and the government in the Luwero triangle (located in part of southern Uganda), where more than 300,000 Ugandans lost their lives (Jackson 2002, 36). In 1985, Acholi general Tito Okello took power from Obote (HRW 1997, 63). Okello quickly went to work drafting a peace agreement with Museveni‘s NRA—the other large opposition force in the Luwero triangle (Allen 2006, 30). Museveni, however, saw the peace agreement as an opportunity to take power from Acholisupported President Okello, and within months he marched against the unsuspecting leader (Allen 2006, 30). After taking power in 1986, President Museveni ordered Acholi soldiers to report to barracks, but many northern Ugandans refused to do so because they feared a repeat of President Amin‘s massacre of Acholi soldiers in 1972 (Van Acker 2004, 340). Convinced that Museveni was no better than Amin, many ex-soldiers again retreated into northern Uganda and southern Sudan to regroup as the Ugandan Peoples Democratic Army (UPDA [Doom and Vlassenroot 1998, 13; Van Acker 2004, 340]). Since Museveni‘s rise to power, the NRA (now named the Ugandan Peoples Democratic Forces [UPDF]) committed many crimes against northern Ugandans, especially opposition soldiers (Behrend 1998, 108; Dodge 1991, 71).3 In 1988, the UPDA signed a peace agreement with Museveni‘s NRA. But that same year, the NRA launched military operations to destroy the remaining UPDA bases in Uganda (Van Acker 2004, 41). Although since 1991 the NRA has eased up on its actions against the Acholi, it has never ceased punishing the Acholi, and—with the current state of violence in northern Uganda—every atrocity committed by government forces today reminds the Acholi people of their history of oppression (Mawson 2004, 139). In the late 1980s, the UPDF responded to abuse from the NRA by rallying support from northern Ugandans—including Joseph Kony—in an effort to take power back from Museveni (Doom and Vlassenroot 1998, 13). As a guerrilla force, the UPDA was initially successful but terribly disorganized and under-trained (Pain 1997, 31). The group‘s only unifying force was Cultic Studies Review, Vol. 7, No. 2, 2008, Page 22



its goal to oust President Museveni (HRW 1997, 64). In 1986, the NRA massacred UPDA soldiers, damaging morale during a period when arms and ammunition were becoming scarce (Doom and Vlassenroot 1998, 14). At this time, uncertainty within the UPDA was high, but when Alice Auma (a charismatic healer and Catholic convert also known as Alice Lakwena) emerged, the morale of 10,000 of the UPDA soldiers rose (Allen 2006, 36). Alice promised to correct the source of the Acholi problems and claimed to cast cen (the polluting spirits of soldiers‘ victims) out of UPDA soldiers (Allen 2006, 34). Alice claimed to be the medium of the holy spirit named Lakwena and of many lesser spirits. (The holy spirit Lakwena was allegedly the jogi of an Italian soldier who died in World War One [Doom and Vlassenroot 1998, 16]). After disappearing in the Nile region for forty days in 1986, Alice returned as a self-proclaimed healer who was allegedly possessed by the Lakwena jok (Doom and Vlassenroot 1998, 17). Following her return, Alice gathered many followers who began to call her Alice Lakwena (Allen 2006, 33).4 The Lakwena jok legitimized Alice‘s efforts to build the Holy Spirit Mobile Forces (HSMF) from the battalion of UPDA soldiers that she commanded in 1986 (HRW 1997, 64). Her goal (which Joseph Kony later claimed to share) was to fight to fulfill her prophetic vision, which she claimed would prevent the genocide of the Acholi and initiate 200 years of peace (Doom and Vlassenroot 1998, 17-18). Under Alice‘s guidance, the HSMF was violent (although less violent than the LRA) toward the NRA and the local population, especially toward those whom it regarded as witches, sorcerers, or otherwise involved with jogi (HRW 1997, 68). Alice‘s vision included Christian values such as the abandonment of sin, loving one another and oneself, and strict obedience in all behavior (Doom and Vlassenroot 1998, 18). Informants allege that regulation within the HSMF included a ban on smoking, stealing, drinking, quarreling, and taking cover during battle. Alice‘s followers believed that the result of breaking these rules, called the Holy Spirit Safety Precautions, was death in battle (HRW 1997, 68). The Holy Spirit Safety Precautions are consistent with the rules that Kony forces onto his followers, but Kony violently imposes them upon children who did not willingly join his movement, unlike Alice‘s followers. Many of Alice‘s practices in preparation for and during battle resemble battle tactics that child soldiers in the LRA undergo (Allen 2006, 35, Behrend 1999a, 25). 5 The HSMF initially confused and frightened their enemies, many of whom simply ran away (Allen 2006, 35): ―Soldiers in the NRA were confronted by scores of partly naked, glistening men and women marching towards them, some holding bibles, others throwing magical objects, and a few wielding guns‖ (Allen 2006, 35). By October 1987, the HSMF numbered 10,000 (Allen 2006, 36). In November 1987, however, the defeat of the HSMF near Jinja (on the outskirts of Kampala) forced Alice to retreat on bicycle to Kenya (Allen, 2006:36; Doom and Vlassenroot 1998, 16). Alice justified her retreat by arguing that she fled to the Kenyan refugee camp because her followers displayed impure tendencies, which destroyed the movement (Allen 2006, 36). By this time, however, many Acholi believed that Alice was a ―lunatic, [and] prostitute turned witch‖ who brought increased suffering, poverty, and structural violence to their communities (Doom and Vlassenroot 1998, 20). Acholi beliefs regarding Alice are similar to those that would develop regarding Kony. Following their defeat in 1988, many key factions of the UPDA and the HSMF surrendered because the Ugandan government offered amnesty to any rebels who did so (Mawson 2004, 132). Nevertheless, some former UPDA and HSMF, who wanted the worldly and outerworldly redemption that the HSMF promised, turned to Alice‘s father, Severino Lukoya (Doom and Vlassenroot 1998, 16), or to Joseph Kony, who took over the UPDA in April 1987 (Mawson 2004, 132).
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Severino Lukoya is a catechist who attempted to claim his daughter‘s following by insisting that some of Alice‘s jogi along with other well-known Acholi jogi possessed him (Behrend 1999b, 27-28). But Lukoya‘s attempts to convert Alice‘s followers failed, perhaps in part because Alice refused his aid while she commanded the HSMF (Allen 2006, 36). Responding to his feelings of failure, Lukoya also used violence to coerce followers, earning the nickname otong-tong, which means ―one who chops victims to pieces‖ (Doom and Vlassenroot 1998, 19). Lukoya succeeded in gathering 2,000 followers for his movement, the Lord‘s Army (Behrend 1999b, 28). The Lord‘s Army fought some battles before the group disintegrated.6 Joseph Kony recruited soldiers from all three of these guerrilla movements—the UPDA, the HSMF, and the Lord‘s Army—but his movement primarily is a schism off the HSMF and the UPDA. Kony adopted many aspects of the LRA‘s organization from Alice and Lukoya. For example, he implements the Holy Spirit Safety Precautions from the HSMF, he initiates similar rituals to Lukoya‘s and Alice‘s, he claims jogi possess him, and he violently recruits like Lukoya. Part of the explanation, however, for the LRA‘s brutality is the adoption of the battle tactics used by some UPDA commanders who would not surrender when the UPDA disbanded (Behrend 1999b, 20). Most UPDA commanders who turned to Kony previously committed atrocities that prevented their reintegration (Vinci 2005, 365). The LRA‘s use of child soldiers, however, is unique among these groups (and the early NRA during its march on Kampala), although not unique among internationally located guerrilla movements (Dodge 1991, 52). Dealing with child soldiers is a complex endeavor for various governments around the world. In many countries, guerrilla forces or government forces make use of children (Coalition to Stop the Use of Child Soldiers 2004; Singer 2005, 16; Wessells 2006, 10-11). Indeed, if the definition of a child soldier is any military fighter under the age of eighteen, then many European countries, as well as Canada and the United States, enlist children into the armed forces with parental consent (Coalition to Stop the Use of Child Soldiers 2004, 122, 152, 217).7 The experience of child soldiers varies extensively depending on what country they are situated within and who recruits them. While children in the LRA have particularly horrific experiences, many other groups that recruit child soldiers also create comparably terrible environments.8 To combat the LRA‘s use of child soldiers, Museveni held several peace talks with the LRA in the 1990s (Allen 2006, 70; Amnesty International 1997, 5). Previous peace talks, however, ended with the government‘s accusation that the rebels are ‗anti-peace‘—a position reinforced by the LRA‘s resurgence of violence. Nonetheless, recent peace negotiations leave the Final Peace Agreement between the LRA and the Ugandan government awaiting signatures from both Kony and Museveni (Sudan Tribune, 2008). Moreover, the negotiations were threatened by the LRA‘s hesitancy to travel to the talks unless the International Criminal Court dropped its charges for Kony and three of his commanders—the warrants may only be for Kony and two of his commanders now because Kony allegedly had his second in command, Vincent Otti, executed (Independent Online, 2007). In addition, many northern Ugandans criticize some of Museveni‘s policies, such as Operation North in 1991, which blocked migration between northern and southern Uganda, trapping northerners within the LRA‘s grasp (Allen 2006, 69-70). Operation Iron Fist I and Operation Iron Fist II also received wide criticism because both involved sending an inadequate number of UPDF into Sudan to attempt to suppress the LRA. In both instances, the operations drove the LRA out of Sudan and back into Uganda, where they increased attacks on civilians (although it is difficult to estimate how much they increased attacks because the LRA also ceased attacking Sudanese civilians [Vinci 2005, 367]). In essence, Museveni‘s efforts to end the conflict through peace negotiations and military operations have evoked wide criticism. Nevertheless, his 2000 Amnesty Accord, which encourages Cultic Studies Review, Vol. 7, No. 2, 2008, Page 24



soldiers to leave the LRA without fear of legal reparations,9 does motivate some soldiers to surrender (Vinci, 2005:366-367). Despite the government‘s efforts to broadcast the Amnesty Accord over the radio, the LRA prevents many children and soldiers from learning about it. Because of Museveni‘s policies, many northern Ugandans question his commitment to removing children from war, and documentary makers even have recorded Museveni saying that it is tradition for children to know how to fight by the age of four (In a Soldier‟s Footsteps, 2005). When Museveni took power in 1986, his forces consisted of many ‗adopted‘ children to whom the NRA offered food and clothing in exchange for their services. The NRA used children from 1981 until 1986 when Museveni took power and no longer felt the need to supplement his forces with underage fighters (Dodge 1991, 52). As a result of either international pressure or a sincere change in beliefs, however, President Museveni now argues that Uganda is officially against the use of child soldiers. Kony began his movement—with little support—as a private gang, which eventually grew to become the current guerrilla movement (Doom and Vlassenroot 1998, 21). Until 1991, the Acholi were relatively tolerant of the LRA because it was fighting the NRA, who terrorized Acholi locals (Behrend 1999a, 189). In 1991, however, the focus of the LRA shifted from fighting the NRA on behalf of the Acholi to slaughtering the Acholi people themselves (Ward 2003, 200). In 1994, Kony announced that he had had a revelation of how to create a ‗pure‘ society, which required killing impure civilians and recruiting children to form a new society. That year, the LRA also gained support from Sudan‘s Islamic government—primarily because of the LRA‘s ability to fight a rebel movement in Southern Sudan, where many LRA bases were located. With the Sudanese government‘s support, the LRA incorporated Sudanese weapons, set up bases in southern Sudan, and added Kony‘s interpretation of Islamic doctrine into the movement (Doom and Vlassenroot 1998, 25). With Sudanese support, Kony achieved a warlord status (which continues to this day) over a submissive Ugandan population because of damage caused by child soldiers. 10 Aside from Sudan‘s funding, which allegedly has ceased (Prendergast, 2005:3), it is unclear where the LRA finds its resources and how much it receives. The LRA does have international representatives who provide some of the revenue that it needs to fund its war. To encourage people abroad (especially in Britain) to donate money for the group through publicity campaigns and the Internet, these representatives frame the LRA‘s political goals as a legitimate battle against a corrupt government (de Temmerman 2001, 152). Despite these efforts, the LRA seems to operate with inadequate resources—few recruits have weapons, food is scarce in the group, and the group seems to travel primarily by foot. Even the composition and quantity of the LRA‘s human resources are difficult to determine. Former rebels claim that Kony has thousands of children who follow his every demand without question (Hovil and Lomo 2004, 31). The LRA allegedly grew to a total of 3,000 to 4,000 combatants (Allen 2006, 65). This estimate, however, is from 1997, and it is impossible to know whether it is accurate because of the high death rate among the unwilling children involved. Furthermore, as Tim Allen (2006:63) argues, only a small portion of the LRA is operating in northern Uganda at any given moment, while the remainder of the LRA remains in bordering nations, such as Sudan and the Congo. Therefore, the numbers are difficult to count. Between 1995 and 1997, however, 3,000 to 5,000 children escaped the LRA (estimated by UNICEF), leaving another 3,000 to 5,000 abductees unaccounted for (HRW 1997, 4). One important note with these estimates is that the UPDF and the LRA kill many of the children who attempt to escape during or shortly after battle. Other children die of starvation, disease, dehydration, or occasionally violence by civilians who fear for their own safety. Furthermore, outsiders may consider children who wish to escape but never do to be loyal members of the LRA.
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Background on Children in the LRA The LRA relies upon unwilling recruits, whom it forcibly integrates into the movement with the hope that they will not attempt to escape (Vinci 2005, 367). 11 While the LRA will abduct a few adults for short periods (only hours or days), the group focuses recruiting efforts on children (Allen 2006, 64). Most adults abducted into the LRA are either released or killed before they undergo all the initiation rituals that children experience. Therefore, the experiences of most kidnapped children in the LRA differ tremendously from those of adults. One reason that the LRA targets children is Kony‘s desire to form a future Acholi race from the children born and abducted into his movement. ―They are supposed to be a blank sheet of paper that may be filled by Kony‘s commandments‖ (Doom and Vlassenroot 1998, 25). Children are ideal for building a pure society because they have not yet been socialized fully into the Acholi way of life, and Kony believes that the Acholi need moral rejuvenation to prevent the apocalypse. Another benefit from recruiting children is that they are effective scouts and soldiers because their size makes them difficult for the enemy to see (Shaw 2003, 241). The United Nations (2003, 15) estimates that the LRA has abducted more than 20,000 children since 1990. Many factors, however, make it nearly impossible to confirm this estimate. For example, Kristen Cheney (2005, 38) found that many people report fabricated abduction stories to the UPDF, hoping to receive the increased rations offered to escapees in the camps for internally displaced people. Moreover, Tim Allen (2006, 62) argues that more adults than children claim that the LRA abducted them—even though there are more children in the LRA than there are adults—and that self-reported abduction rates are higher than the probable number of abductions. Conversely, some returnees try to avoid reporting because they fear community reprisals—children who escape the LRA often face some form of ostracism when they return home. In addition, no clear criterion exists to assess what ‗abduction‘ means, and the LRA abducts people for durations ranging from hours to years. On a related issue, researchers also dispute the age of children the LRA targets. According to the United Nations (2003, 15), the majority of children the LRA abducts are between the ages of eight and fifteen. Amnesty International (1997, 1), however, reports that the majority of children abducted are between the ages of thirteen and sixteen because older children are stronger. Human Rights Watch (1997, 2) nearly confirms Amnesty International‘s estimates by stating that the LRA prefers children between the ages of fourteen and sixteen. Other reports suggest both that the LRA now targets younger children and that commanders are younger than before because older children have a better understanding of the government‘s Amnesty Accord and therefore are more likely to attempt to escape (Vinci 2005, 366-367). If the LRA‘s target age for children changed between 1997 and 2003, then the differences between Amnesty International (1997) and Human Rights Watch (1997) estimates versus the United Nations (2003) estimates might reflect changes within the LRA itself. Regardless of their age, children who fill any LRA role for any amount of time experience atrocities. Even the children and adults whom the LRA forces to carry loot for a distance and then sets free or abandons in unfamiliar territory often tell terrifying stories (Cheney 2005, 28). This shared experience of atrocities is in part because the LRA raids villages at night (with previously recruited child soldiers), takes children from their homes, and massacres anyone whom the group claims is impure. Consequently, even children who avoid abduction often witness murders. After abduction into the LRA, most children spontaneously fill several roles, the most common of which is hauling. The LRA considers some children to be too young to fight, and it forces those children to haul, loot, or watch in high trees for UPDF soldiers until they become soldiers, die, or escape (Allen, 2006:69). All children conduct household duties, Cultic Studies Review, Vol. 7, No. 2, 2008, Page 26



although the majority of tasks fall on the shoulders of wives (young girls who Kony assigns to commanders as rewards, with no formal marriage ceremonies), small children, and wife assistants (girls whom the LRA considers too young to be wives [Amnesty International 1997, 16; UN 2003, 47]). Small children run errands, fetch water, and cultivate land on the somewhat permanent bases, while wives conduct the majority of meal-preparation duties (HRW, 2003:3). Some human-rights groups and newspapers argue that the LRA also trades children as slaves for weapons in Sudan (Oxfam 2001, 18; Zarembo 1996). Amnesty International (1997, 9), however, found no evidence of the LRA‘s involvement in the slave trade. Few children ever receive a gun, but at some point, the LRA forces most children (whether or not they are trained or the LRA considers them to be old enough) onto the front lines of battle. Small, unarmed children (most of whom are haulers) fight on the front line during the LRA‘s battles because their deaths hurt the LRA less than the deaths of trained soldiers and commanders (HRW 1997, 37). Moreover, commanders instruct children not to take cover, and to fight ruthlessly to avoid physical punishment following battle, and most children follow suit: ―Child warriors are often the most feared of all soldiers as they have been acculturated to violence and have few scruples about killing‖ (Shaw 2003, 241). Child soldiers kill very effectively, especially in an ambush, because they are small and difficult to spot (Hundeide 2003, 118). When it encounters child soldiers, the UPDF is subject to fright like many other armies— becoming temporarily paralyzed, ineffective in skill and communication, and suffering physiological effects, all of which affect the army‘s fighting ability (Vinci 2005, 374). Despite members‘ fear, the UPDF often fires to disperse children and to encourage them to escape; the army, however, still hits many of them (Mazurana and McKay 2004, 79). The LRA uses the deaths of these children to discourage local support of the UPDF by arguing that the UPDF, which is supposed to be protecting Acholiland, is murdering children (Hovil and Lomo 2004, 33). Physical Coercion The LRA subjects children to constant physical coercion in an effort to force them to become effective laborers and soldiers. LRA commanders enter homes and schools at night, often burning them down and beating or killing families while they abduct children. After the LRA removes children from their homes, it subjects them to constant violence, the threat of death, food deprivation, and the deprivation of adequate clothing and equipment. Many children respond to this abuse with anxiety for survival and total surrender to their commanders‘ orders (Hundeide 2003, 116). These children do not know what the commander will do to them—kill them, beat them, abandon them, rape them, force them to kill, or release them (Allen 2006, 61). Human Rights Watch (1997, 18) argues that some children are instantly frightened to the point that their experiences seem imaginary: ―the pain, fear, and shock combine to create a numbness, a dizziness—a sense, at times, that madness is not far off.‖ During marches, children—without rest, water, or food—carry heavy loads of looted food and goods (Cheney, 2005:27). LRA commanders bind new abductees together for the long march to a base camp and expect the abductees to behave throughout the trek (Cheney 2005, 27). Disobedience in the LRA ranges from getting tired and lagging behind, to refusal to kill upon request, to escape attempts. If a commander considers an abductee to be disobedient, then the commander forces the other children to kill that child as an example of what happens to those who are disobedient. Furthermore, the LRA frequently alters rules, and commanders occasionally trick children into punishment (Legget 2001, 32). For instance, periodically commanders will ask tired-looking children if they would like a ‗rest‘ and some children will say ‗yes.‘ A ‗rest,‘ however, actually means that they will be killed Cultic Studies Review, Vol. 7, No. 2, 2008, Page 27



and the LRA forces abductees to beat to death children who answered affirmatively (HRW 1997, 16; Oxfam 2001, 22). In addition, the LRA conducts violent rituals on the way to base camp. First, each child experiences ‗registration,‘ which is about fifty lashes that commanders administer to desensitize children to pain (Vinci 2005, 37). After registration, and after any other beating, commanders instruct children not to touch their wounds at the risk of another assault (de Temmerman 2001, 45).12 Even before these initiation tactics, many children want to escape, but the LRA murders children who attempt to leave and often threatens to attack the families of successful escapees. The LRA keeps records of abductees‘ families and communities, so that in the event of escapes it can punish the escapees by harming their loved ones (Hovil and Lomo 2004, 32).13 Moreover, children who do escape may not know where they are or how to find help, and they lack the supplies needed to attempt the trek home. Usually children fear the LRA more than these other factors, but both make any escape attempt extremely risky. Psychological and Spiritual Manipulation In addition to these physical abuses, the LRA uses psychological and religious tactics to control children. It is possible that the LRA uses drugs in addition to these methods; however, I have found only one newspaper article to support that possibility (Sunday Vision, 2007). Many of the LRA‘s religious rituals work to garner group loyalty and obedience. Moreover, the LRA forces all recruits to commit atrocities, which carry communal, psychological, and spiritual consequences. The LRA also relies on its own structure to create a social environment that socializes children into the group‘s violent norms. These tactics, along with the constant physical threat of violence, create ‗exit costs‘ (i.e., all the reasons not to leave a group [Zablocki 1998, 219]), which make some children more fearful of leaving the group than remaining within it. LRA guerrilla tactics resonate throughout all LRA behavior, and many of them seem to be more spiritually driven than rationally practical. These tactics help the LRA control recruits through religious connotations and confusion by creating a mystical environment that enforces the alleged reality of the unseen world. For instance, one escapee claims that before crossing the road, commanders sprinkle water and say a prayer that ensures safe passage (Hovil and Lomo 2004, 30). To preserve the sanctity of streams, Kony instructs rebels to remove their shoes before crossing and forbids rebels to urinate in running water (de Temmerman 2001, 73). Committed LRA members believe that if they use certain stones around their fires, then those stones will explode like bombs (Lily in HRW 1997, 41). These rituals and rules ensure obedience and purity throughout the LRA ranks. Some tactics, conversely, seem to relate purely to militia needs. For example, in an attempt to prevent attacks, commanders kill children who allow government, SPLA, and civilians to see smoke from their fires (Amnesty International 1997, 17). Some LRA members use terror tactics that Kony‘s alleged jogi disapprove of, such as the rape of civilians (Amnesty International 1997, 11). The LRA‘s use of religion complicates children‘s understanding of their situation in the group. For instance, the LRA conducts rituals in an effort to teach children that supernatural powers will prevent their escape. Using shea butter, the LRA smears markings on its new recruits, which the LRA insists brings children who attempt to escape back to the group (Hovil and Lomo, 2004:30; escapee in Allen 2006, 68). Escapees informed Zarembo (1996) that LRA rebels also believe that the mountains return escapees to the LRA for physical punishment. Many children, who believe that the sacred items and markings return them to the group if they attempt to escape, fear the consequences of an escape attempt even more than they fear remaining within the group.
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Additionally, many children express fear of Joseph Kony‘s alleged supernatural powers and his ability to sense deviant thoughts. Charles, fifteen, believes that Kony ‗reads minds‘: ―‗If a rebel who was a captive had ill feeling against Kony, Kony would be told by the spirits and would kill him. Spirits would also tell Kony who tried to escape‘‖ (quoted in HRW 1997, 34). Many abductees fear that Kony will read their minds and punish them if they think of running away (Allen 2006, 19). As a result of the combination of supernatural claims, psychological abuse, and physical threat, the costs associated with exiting the LRA are extremely high. The LRA also creates exit costs by forcing new recruits to conduct ‗committed actions‘— tasks that both hinder children‘s psychological return to their communities and promote group loyalty (Hundeide 2003, 119). In the LRA, children conduct committed actions before they reach base camp. The LRA often makes children kill abducted adults and family members to prove that there is no possibility of returning home. Killings during the trek to camp exemplify the necessity of obedience (there have been very few exceptions of children escaping death after they disobey or refuse to kill [Legget 2001, 30-32]).14 Furthermore, many costs associated with committed actions are closely related to Acholi traditional religion and local taboos. One example of a spiritual consequence that relates to Acholi traditional religion involves contamination with cen (dangerous polluting spirits of those killed by soldiers [Allen 2006, 34]). Some commanders tell abductees that if they refuse to kill, then the commanders will remove the head of the victim and force the children to carry it (escapee in Allen 2006, 69). Many Acholi believe that carrying the head of a victim transfers the cen of that victim onto the carrier (Allen, 2006:69). Therefore, many Acholi children kill in part to avoid cen (Allen 2006, 70). Other examples include accounts that the LRA forces children to commit cannibalism, blood drinking, and blood smearing. These atrocities traumatize the youthful perpetrators and shock their former communities, making the potential return to normal life nearly impossible. When commanders force children to drink their victims‘ blood, they assure the children that if they try to escape the spirit of that victim will kill them (Judah 2004, 63). Nassan Opiyo tells of his initiation: ‗After killing the boy I was ordered to let the blood come out and to drink it and I did it. I was told that if I did not do it I would be killed myself. The rebels caught the blood in a large leaf and other captives were also forced to drink it. They said, ―If you try to escape, the spirit of the boy will follow you wherever you go and kill you‖‘ (quoted in Judah 2004, 62). Opiyo‘s testimony exemplifies how the LRA forces children to break cultural ties while it provokes a fear of the supernatural. Furthermore, an escapee named Susan alleges that the LRA forced her to kill a boy who tried to escape, and then forced all the children in her faction to smear his blood on their bodies so that they would not fear death (HRW 1997, 1). Some children, such as J.O., even testify to eating human flesh. J.O. explains that, after killing two UPDF soldiers, his commander stated, ―The new recruits can now feed themselves on these two soldiers‖ (quoted in Amnesty International 1997, 22). UPDF soldiers confirm allegations of cannibalism with a report from 2002 that they found rebels who had killed people, ―chopped them up and stuffed them into a twenty liter cooking pot‖ (Wendo 2003, 1818). 15 As a result of having committed these atrocities, the death of their families, and their fear of supernatural reparations, many children in the LRA feel that any return to their old lives is impossible (Doom and Vlassenroot 1998, 25).16
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Girls in the LRA Girls face unique problems in the LRA. Unlike boys, girls in the LRA are assigned to commanders as ‗wives‘ (i.e., sex slaves), despite the fact that Kony initially prohibited all sex in his movement (Behrend 1999a, 194). Kony gives out wives as chattel without marriage ceremonies (Amnesty International 1997, 18). Young girls often become wife assistants or train as LRA nurses until the LRA believes that they are old enough for marriage (HRW 1997, 26). After they become wives, girls remain at the LRA‘s permanent bases for longer durations than do boys, which hinder their escape opportunities. The sexual abuse that girls face at the hands of their commanders has dire consequences for their lives. Most dramatically, girls‘ sexual victimization heightens their fears that their families and communities might never reaccept them if they escape, especially if they have had children in the group or have contracted STDs (90 percent of escapee girls contracted one or more STDS, usually HIV/AIDS [Cheney 2003, 43 n. 2; Doom and Vlassenroot 1998, 25-26; HRW 1997, 29). Lowering girls‘ self-esteem and sense of communal belonging is a way the LRA creates exit costs that apply only to females. As a result, girls are less likely to attempt escape than boys, and they have fewer opportunities to do so. The LRA abducts girls based on alleged spiritual guidance from Kony‘s jogi, along with assessments of each girl‘s beauty, intelligence, and age. (Wives are usually in their teens or early twenties, although some are younger [Allen 2006, 63; Amnesty International 1997, 12].) LRA commanders beat rebels who bring shame to the others by capturing wives whom the leaders do not consider beautiful or intelligent enough (Amnesty International 1997, 12). Moreover, when Sister Rachel, who is a nun teaching at the Aboke School in northern Uganda, came to the rebels to plead for the return of the girls who the LRA abducted from that school, the rebels allowed her to take 109 of the 139 girls whom they had kidnapped. A commander explained to Sister Rachel that Kony‘s jogi requested that they retain 30 beautiful girls (Amnesty International 1997, 12). Despite the return of the girls in the Aboke incident, the LRA often kills abducted girls whom it does not consider pretty. Girls whom the LRA considers worthy of abduction and who survive their trek to camp undergo a second ritual initiation to prepare them to serve as wives. During this ritual, the LRA forces girls to remove their shirts, bathe, and then stand in one of 32 squares on a heart-shaped grid drawn on the ground (de Temmerman 2001, 52; HRW 1997, 32). Then a commander dips an egg in powder and water and smears it on the girls‘ chests and backs in the shape of a heart as well as on their forehead and lips in the shape of a cross (HRW 1997, 32). If the egg breaks during this ritual, then the commander believes that evil jogi possess the girl and he kills her (de Temmerman 2001, 52). Commanders tell girls that this initiation ritual is from the Bible and will protect them. Afterward, the LRA forces the girls to remain bare-chested for three days (HRW 1997, 32). Following their initiation into the LRA, Kony issues abducted girls to his commanders as wives. Commanders only take the girls whom Kony and senior commanders assigned to them because of their beliefs: ―They [the LRA commanders] are superstitious that Kony knows everything they do. Kony doesn‘t want them to ‗contaminate‘ women because Kony picks the women and then shares the rest among others‖ (HRW 2005, 22). The LRA punishes the rape of girls before they become commanders‘ wives, but after marriage the girls have no right to refuse sex. Occasionally, senior commanders limit the rights a commander has over his wives, forcing him to take some responsibility for his wives‘ wellbeing (Amnesty International 1997, 18). When, however, senior commanders apply these limits, they are very liberal. A Commander has the freedom to beat, rape, or kill their wives, especially any wife who fails to provide the sexual services that he demands (HRW 1997, 28). Most girls initially refuse their commanders and the commanders beat them until they
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submit. It is extremely rare for a girl to survive after she successfully refuses her commander.17 The higher a member of the LRA ascends, the more wives he receives. Kony has the most wives, totaling somewhere between thirty and eighty-eight (Behrend 1999a, 194). Kony‘s senior commanders each have eight wives, and other high ranks (some still children) receive four wives (Amnesty International 1997, 20). Upon death or leave of a commander, Kony may redistribute his wives amongst other commanders, or (rarely) release a widowed abductee (Amnesty International 1997, 19).18 Because most LRA soldiers do not receive wives and the LRA considers boys to be stronger, about 70 percent of all abductees are male (Allen 2006, 64). Nevertheless, girls who are abducted face greater barriers to escape because they often are kept in the LRA‘s permanent bases or base camps during battles (most escapees leave the LRA during or shortly after battles). Also, they often have born children into the group and the physical presence of these children greatly complicates escape possibilities. Spiritualism in Guerrilla Warfare At some point, all children in the LRA experience the LRA‘s spiritually justified guerrilla tactics. Some children, however, experience more battles than others, depending on the tasks to which they were assigned. For instance, a child who is a wife, wife assistant, or hauler may experience fewer battles than a soldier because the LRA uses all children only in unplanned battles. In planned battles, the LRA prefers to use trained (albeit inadequately trained) soldiers, although it may also use some untrained soldiers on the front lines. Because many children do not know how to fight and do not wield weapons, the LRA uses its spiritual teachings to discipline soldiers and, to some extent, all children. Before recruits become soldiers, the LRA conducts a spiritual initiation designed to give them more confidence in their ability to fight. Initiation for soldiers is similar to that of new recruits and girls. Prior to the ritual, Kony creates an environment that recruits often attribute to the powers of his jogi. To prepare new soldiers, Kony and his controllers (LRA members who assist with spiritual affairs) draw crosses on children‘s foreheads and chests with a mixture of shea butter and ochre, and then they arrange the children into the shape of a cross (Behrend 1999a, 183). Only after preparation can Kony‘s soldiers enter the yard (an area designated for divining and cleansing), where Kony begins the service (Behrend 1999a, 183). Next, Kony‘s controllers sprinkle the soldiers with holy water that Kony gathers from a rock near Awere (a town located in northern Uganda); this water allegedly cleanses them of witchcraft and sorcery, and loads them with malaika (spirit or angel [Behrend 1999b, 29; Doom, and Vlassenroot 1998, 23]). During this process, Kony wears a Kansu (the Muslim garment that he also wears during channeling sessions) and instructs his soldiers to give themselves to God in exchange for protection from the malaika (Behrend 1999a, 183). After the initiation, controllers draw white ashes into a cross on each soldier‘s body for protection from injury and disease (Behrend 1999a, 183). Finally, Kony prohibits his initiated soldiers from touching any uninitiated soldiers for three days at risk of losing the malaika‘s protection, thereby isolating purified and protected soldiers from other abductees (Behrend 1999a, 183).19 Before a planned battle, LRA commanders and soldiers respond to the jogi‟s commands, which change slightly from battle to battle, as voiced through Kony (Hovil and Lomo 2004, 30; HRW 1997, 34). Jogi‟s orders for commanders often differ from those imposed on soldiers. For example, an escapee named Lily says that Kony‘s jogi require that commanders do not sleep with their wives the night before fighting (HRW 1997, 34). Other pre-battle rules apply to all soldiers, commanders, and children, such as rules about which stones they are not to step on or to throw (HRW 1997, 34).
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Some rules apply only to soldiers. For instance, Kony‘s jogi allegedly order child soldiers to fast for up to three days and brush their teeth on the day of battle to ensure that they are clean enough to receive the malaika‟s protection (Hovil and Lomo 2004, 31). James, a fourteen-year-old escapee, told HRW (1997, 35) about how the Holy Spirit instructed the child soldiers not to eat on the day of battle: There were contradictions in what he [Kony when channeling a spirit] said, so I didn‘t believe it all ... [but] when Kony would order no eating —if you eat during the day you‘ll die in battle. I believe that, because I saw a boy who ate that day, and he later died in battle. James believes Kony‘s rule about eating before battle, but also explains that he rejects many of Kony‘s other rules. Moreover, because food is scarce in the LRA, fasting likely distorts children‘s critical thinking and ability to plan escapes. The LRA also practices rituals immediately before battle. Commanders again mark Christian crosses on children‘s foreheads, chests, each of their shoulders, and their guns, claiming that the markings prevent injury from bullets during battle (HRW 1997, 35). LRA doctrine suggests that the oil that commanders use to mark children carries the power of the Holy Spirit, the malaikas‟ protection, and the power of invisibility (Hovil and Lomo 2004, 31; HRW 1997, 35). Furthermore, commanders allegedly protect their soldiers with the peripheral jogi, as well as with living animals such as bees and snakes (Behrend 1999b, 31). The LRA assures soldiers that if they follow Kony‘s rules, called the Ten Safety Precautions (like Alice Auma‘s rules), and avoid sin, then malaika and jogi will protect them from bullets (Doom and Vlassenroot 1998, 26). Stephen, an escapee, argues, ―Some young children believe it—and those who have been there so long, five, seven, ten years, they believe in it very much‖ (quoted in HRW 1997, 35). That is, many child soldiers believe that only if they offend the Holy Spirit, which guides Joseph Kony, will they lose the protection of that spirit and die in battle. In addition, the LRA teaches child soldiers that if they are disobedient the jogi and malaika will actually harm them. Thomas explains how Kony‘s jogi allegedly harm disobedient children after commanders have ordered children to march, sing, and clap their hands in battle: ―‗If you fail to clap your hands while you sing, a bullet would hit your hand. If you fail to sing, a bullet would hit your mouth. If you fail to walk always forward, a bullet would hit your leg‘‖ (quoted in HRW 1997, 38). Commanders teach unarmed child soldiers that they will die if they deviate from these instructions, which often prevent children from taking cover in battle and requires them to fearlessly walk into open gunfire (Van Acker 2004, 349). Samuel testifies that the malaika instructed children not to show any worry in battle: ‗He [Kony] said the Holy Spirit knows the source of worry—the Holy Spirit says that if you worry or show signs of unhappiness, all your family members will be killed, or you will never be able to return to Uganda.‘ (quoted in HRW 1997, 35) Children who do not believe that following the Holy Spirit‘s orders (voiced through Kony) will protect them often still believe that if they deviate from those rules then they will suffer. Furthermore, Charles explains that, whether or not soldiers have guns, if the commanders tell them to go to the front line, then they must move forward (HRW 1997, 37). He explains that the commanders stay behind and use sticks to beat those who do not run to the front: ‗If you had a gun, you had to be firing all the time or you would be killed. And you were not allowed to take cover. The order from the Holy Spirit was not to take cover. You must have no fear, and stand up and fire. This was because Cultic Studies Review, Vol. 7, No. 2, 2008, Page 32



they [the rebels] said you would be protected by the Holy Spirit if you stood tall and had no fear. But if you took cover, the Holy Spirit would be angry and you would be shot dead with bullets. So many, so many were killed.‘ (quoted in HRW 1997, 37) Many children on the front lines die within their first few battles, while the commanders remain in the back where their enemies‘ bullets do not reach. Consequently, many children believe that their commanders have supernatural powers that prevent bullets from hitting them (Allen 2006, 69). In addition, the LRA requires children who do not carry weapons to conduct spiritual tactics during battle. Samuel, an escapee, testifies about some of the tactics in which he partook: ‗...you take a small stone, you sew it on a cloth and wear it around your wrist like a watch. That is to prevent the bullet that might come, because in battle it is acting as a mountain. So those people on the other side will look at you, but they will see only a mountain, and the bullets will hit the mountain and not hurt you. You also have water: they [LRA commanders] call it ―clean water,‖ and they pour it into a small bottle. If you go to the front, you also have a small stick, and you dip it in the bottle and fling the water out. This is a river and it drowns the bullet that might come to you. Finally you wear a cross on a chain. But in the fighting you wrap it around your wrist and hold it in your hand. Should you make a mistake and not wear it on your hand, you will be killed.‘ (quoted in HRW 1997, 35-36) Samuel believes in the spiritual protection that the LRA claims to receive in battle. But he believes, like many Acholi, that this protection is not from Tipu Maleng but from an evil jok who instructs Kony to kill (HRW 1997, 36). LRA battalions combat government forces with this combination of witchcraft and Western military strategies (Allen 2006, 39; Behrend 1999b, 29). LRA members also conduct certain rituals in an effort to use supernatural forces against their opponents. Kony‘s controllers claim to disable their enemies‘ weapons by placing wire models of them into a fire and then quickly cooling them; they also claim to harm their enemies by flooding rivers on maps and throwing rocks (Behrend 1999a, 184). Some children believe their commanders‘ assertions that all injury, illness, and death—civilian, government, and rebel—are punishment for sins and for breaking the commands that Tipu Maleng (roughly, the Holy Spirit) voices through Kony (Amnesty International 1997, 6; HRW 1997, 39).20 Kony‘s use of religion to justify violence is clear from his speech at the peace talks in Uganda in 1994: ‗If you picked up an arrow against us and we ended up cutting off the hand you used, who is to blame? You report us with your mouth, and we cut off your lips. Who is to blame? It is you! The Bible says that if your hand, eye or mouth is at fault, it should be cut off.‘ (Joseph Kony quoted in Allen 2006, 42) When LRA leaders accuse a civilian of breaking a rule, they use Kony‘s interpretation of religion to justify the amputation of the body part needed to perform the accused action (Doom and Vlassenroot 1998, 27). For example, the LRA amputates the legs of people caught using bicycles and removes or padlocks the lips of people who speak out or are thought to potentially speak out against the group (O‘Loughlin 1997, 7). Kony also uses the ban on pork consumption from Orthodox Islam to justify slaughtering people who raise pigs (Doom and Vlassenroot 1998, 25). The LRA amputates an arm from civilians caught working
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on Fridays because of Kony‘s belief that Islam bans working on those days (Doom and Vlassenroot 1998, 25). (Ironically, enforcing this ban must require that members of the LRA work on Fridays to locate and mutilate offenders). Other mutilations include sewing eyes shut, raping, inflicting burns, and removing ears, hands, or heads (Vinci 2005, 370). Kony‘s soldiers—abducted children who appear to ―have had little compunction in punishing what they see as [the civilians‘] failure to obey the spirits‖—inflict these punishments under the guidance of their commanders (Ward 2003, 216). Life Inside the LRA Many abductees realize that they need to ascend the hierarchy within the LRA to increase their survival chances (Behrend 1999a, 194; Doom and Vlassenroot 1998, 25). New recruits fight on the front lines where death rates are high and commanders are more generous to children who adhere to the LRA‘s ideals. Survival chances within the LRA depend on respect for religious beliefs, obedience to familial rules, and success in military actions (Hundeide 2003, 118). These three areas—religion, family, and militia—also represent the three hierarchies that exist within the LRA. Each hierarchy legitimates the privileges of certain members and the need to respect senior members. Kony—who is the spiritual leader, the Father, and the Major General—heads each of these dimensions with the help of his commanders and the alleged guidance of his jogi (Amnesty International 1997, 15). Many escapee children use familial terms to describe their LRA units (Amnesty International 1997, 15). Joseph Kony is the head of all the extended families of the LRA: ―‗The rebels call Joseph Kony their father...‘‖ (Christine, quoted in HRW 1997, 32), and senior commanders under Kony operate as heads of smaller families and teachers (Amnesty International 1997, 15-16). Kristen Cheney (2005, 33) argues that by filling the roles of fathers and teachers, commanders replace normative structures (such as schools and families) for the abducted children. Normative structures within the LRA serve to teach children how to behave in the ‗pure‘ society that the LRA hopes to create (Cheney 2005, 33). For instance, the LRA regulates who has sex, determines with whom recruits eat, and requires respect for elders and commanders (Cheney 2005, 33). The rules within the LRA contradict many Acholi traditional values—such as the sanctity of life and the taboo against rape. In addition, the LRA punishes disobedience with severe beatings or death. Senior commanders and their wives are the parents of all children within their units. Wives are subordinate parents ruled by their commanders and are responsible for bearing children and maintaining their families. Each commander and his wives are responsible for the children under the age of thirteen (called siblings) and new children (called recruits [Amnesty International 1997, 15; Behrend 1999a, 195]). A commander has the authority to teach, punish, and kill siblings and wives (Cheney 2005, 34). Kony‘s commanders (some of whom were child soldiers) control military factions and subunits under the direction of brigadiers who head large divisions and advise Kony. Each unit has a midlevel religious officer who administers prayers, fasting, and other spiritual duties (Vinci 2005, 368). Field commanders, who usually are abductees who have proven their loyalty, head each subunit (Vinci 2005, 368). Subunits might further split down to groups of two or three during attacks, in which case the abductees usually supervise each other but occasionally escape together (Vinci 2005, 368). Each unit is self-sufficient, even when broken down to two members, although the units often are disorganized despite communication efforts using cell phones and radios (Vinci 2005, 368). This organization style makes escape attempts risky because children constantly supervise each other in both their families and military units. Some abductees who are trying to obey and advance in the LRA report those who try to escape to commanders and the commanders subsequently force the other children to murder those whose escape attempts have failed. Cultic Studies Review, Vol. 7, No. 2, 2008, Page 34



Some children ascend the LRA‘s hierarchy by internalizing or pretending to internalize the LRA‘s doctrine and behaviors. If soldiers ascend high in the LRA, then they may transfer to a specialty unit, such as the Kafun, which specializes in killing. A story from a child soldier who became a commander of the Kafun unit, Thomas Kopkulu, displays the torture that higher ranks inflict on civilians under Kony‘s direction: He [Kopkulu] and his troops captured dozens of villagers, and Kony told them how the villagers should be treated. After nine of them were killed, other villagers were forced, at gunpoint, to chop them up into small pieces. These were then put in a big pot, salted, and boiled. After they [the villagers] finished eating, Kopkulu said ―all those people were killed.‖ (Judah 2004, 63) The Kafun, according to Kopkulu, operate under the direction of Kony‘s jogi (Judah 2004, 63). Divisions such as the Kafun might create large numbers of (child) soldiers who are unwilling to surrender because of the extent and number of their atrocities. Most children who ascend the hierarchy do not go to a specialty unit, but instead gain control over a small subunit of the LRA. Kony rewards these children for helping him manage his forces with special privileges over other members (Allen 2006, 65). Privileges that the LRA awards to new commanders include control over others (including underage wives), extra food and water, and fighting further back during battles, where mortality rates are lower than on the front line. These privileges create a sense of power and security for obedient soldiers, some of whom eventually internalize the group‘s behavior. While in the LRA, however, even children who do not internalize the LRA‘s ideals must act against morals to survive. Guerrilla forces such as the LRA demand that children adhere to ―new explanations of reality and a worldview that undermines their traditional values and conceptions of reality‖ (Hundeide 2003, 117). For instance, LRA commanders teach that expressing emotion (especially sensitivity to atrocities) is bad, whereas fearlessly fighting, mutilating, and murdering people is good. Children learn that their opinions do not matter and that their lives are worth less than the LRA‘s cause (or at least they behave as if they believe in the diminished value of their lives‘ worth). To adhere to LRA ideals and morals, children imitate their commanders because the LRA is very secretive about its guiding doctrines. Children who imitate their commanders are mimicking men who have killed countless people, do not care for their captives, and dictate the death, abduction, and release of abducted children (Allen, 2006:64). Some abductees see their commanders as symbols of power, manhood, protection, and survival (Hundeide 2003, 116). Their commanders become a ―guide to adulthood‖ for some of the younger children, who surround themselves with their aggressors and copy their behaviors (Cheney 2005, 34). Many children, however, perform the tasks assigned by commanders and imitate them without regarding them as positive role models (Cheney 2005, 34). Charles, a fifteenyear-old escapee, never wished to be like his commander, but he was aware that mimicking the man would increase his chances of survival and eventual escape. Consequently, he ingratiated himself to his commander and copied his behavior. Charles explains, ―‗You had to adapt yourself so quickly to that kind of life‘‖ (quoted in HRW 1997, 20). The LRA isolates children from all media sources, information, and outside people in an effort to ensure that they behave as told. The LRA‘s isolation tactics are evident from escapees‘ ignorance of the Amnesty Accord (Vinci 2005, 366-367) despite the fact that the government issued many amnesty appeals over the radio (Hovil and Lomo 2004, 64). In isolation, guerrilla movements usually teach children their groups‘ values through ―direct indoctrination‖ (teaching new followers the group‘s core beliefs and motives [Hundeide 2003, 118]). In the LRA, however, direct indoctrination plays a small role in creating insiders when compared to the various forms of coercion and manipulation, participation in atrocities, and imitation of commanders‘ behaviors. Cultic Studies Review, Vol. 7, No. 2, 2008, Page 35



The LRA rarely teaches new recruits its main political and religious goals. It is impossible to know how many committed child soldiers in the LRA know the group‘s goals. Most escapee children know little more than the LRA‘s goal to capture the Ugandan capital, Kampala (HRW 1997, 30). Many escapees testify to their confusion regarding the LRA‘s complicated beliefs and its secrecy, despite the group‘s expectations for children to respect its rituals: ‗They prayed a lot, but they didn‘t pray like normal Christians. Sometimes they would use rosaries, but sometimes they would bow down like Muslims. They said they had malaika [spirit, angel]. They said the malaika said there would be a terrible fight, and the government would be overthrown. After that, they said we would be released. Sometimes they would gather us and try to convince us to believe them. They believed in their local gods, and they didn‘t want us to learn about their malaika. They discouraged us from asking questions about their beliefs. If you asked too many questions they would become cruel.‘ (Molly, seventeen-years old, in HRW 1997, 31) Molly‘s testimony displays the LRA‘s secrecy regarding its beliefs, as well as her lack of understanding of the rituals that she witnessed. Even without understanding the LRA‘s motives, some returnees internalize aspects of the LRA‘s violent lifestyle. Information about children who internalize the LRA‘s morals and choose to remain within the LRA is difficult to obtain, probably because these children are isolated from outsiders and often remain soldiers until they are killed. It is impossible to assume that all children within the LRA wish to escape as badly as those who try or succeed in leaving. It is possible, however, that many children who remain within the LRA are simply playing a role until they are confident they can escape. Nevertheless, some children who remain with the LRA appear to have a desire to kill and to remain in the group, which may result from their experience within the group and their wish to impress their commanders. A World Vision counselor (at the World Vision camp for escapees) related a story in which a man who was carjacked on the road to Kitgum overheard a child begging his commander to let him kill the man because he had not killed anybody yet (Cheney 2005, 44). Children, like the child in this example, have new goals and values that they approach in a unique emotional, cognitive, and motivational manner (Hundeide 2003, 119). Some children, however, are aware of Kony‘s goal of annihilating and rebuilding the Acholi population: ‗...we Acholi are very bad people, and we must all become better before we can rule in our land. This is what the Holy Spirit has ordered. This is why some people must be killed: we must become pure, and many Acholi do not follow the orders of the Holy Spirit anymore. Many of them are working with jok [spirits]. So they must be killed. This is what the rebels told me.‘ (George, fourteen, quoted in HRW 1997, 34) With this doctrine, any atrocity against the Acholi is legitimized. Some children who know about the LRA‘s goals to prevent the apocalypse can justify their role in murdering civilians. Nevertheless, other children who learn of the LRA‘s goals often do not understand the contradictions between the group‘s plan to oust the government and its actions against northern Ugandan civilians, because most northern Ugandans do not support the government (Hovil and Lomo 2004, 25). Discussion Under the same regime, many children carry different attitudes regarding their involvement, even when they share similar behaviors. Karsten Hundeide (2003, 115-116) identifies that Cultic Studies Review, Vol. 7, No. 2, 2008, Page 36



children under the same regime may fit into different psychological categories, and therefore, mass diagnosis—i.e., labeling children ‗brainwashed,‘ sociopathic, symptomatic of ‗post-traumatic stress,‘ or victims—is impossible. Moreover, mass diagnosis has major effects for current and escaped LRA abductees. 21 For example, the UPDF‘s controversial policy of shooting escaped children before they perform a violent act results from the UPDF‘s fear that all children in the LRA are brainwashed, vicious killers. Many people believe that children in the LRA are ruthless and are easily brainwashed: ―‗The rebels ... target the children, because they are brainwashed very fast ... and when they do something they don‘t really reason: ―What I am doing is bad‖...‘‖ (an escapee quoted in Allen 2006, 42). Most abducted children, however, do not become as violent or obedient as the LRA hopes. Escapees from the LRA often express that they always knew violence was wrong, but they were frightened of what would happen if they disobeyed. The consequences of disobedience are severe—physical abuse, death, or escape into an ambivalent (often hostile) society. The majority of escapees, however, are children who committed atrocities but did not internalize their experience in the LRA as a desirable or permanent part of their identities. These children, therefore, cannot speak for all children who remain in the movement. Nevertheless, many escapees find that their history with the LRA makes it difficult to suppress their violent tendencies after they enter a rehabilitation center or return home. Anthony Vinci (2005, 37) mentions that there are some instances of ―sociopathic returnees killing siblings because they ‗would not be quiet‘‖ (Vinci 2005, 37). Moreover, a girl who spoke to the Sunday Vision (2007) informed journalists that she attempted to murder her sister despite her guilt regarding her former involvement with the LRA. These returnees‘ violent compulsions reflect the strict obedience and severe punishment that they experienced within the LRA. Even with the terror that the LRA inflicts, northern Ugandans and their children suffer the most from fear and instability as people abandon their way of life to seek refuge from violent terrorism to find only unsafe living conditions within internally displaced persons‘ camps. This article has focused specifically on the role of children within the LRA because without children—most of whom are unwilling participants—the LRA could not maintain its power. The LRA forces children to attack and mutilate their own communities, while it isolates them in extremely harsh conditions. The LRA‘s use of religious jargon, psychological manipulation, and physical abuse makes both escape and disobedience to its rules seem impossible for many children. Most children abducted by the LRA die from the environment and the violence that direct the lives of LRA soldiers. Children who survive the environment, however, must either fulfill the roles that the LRA forces upon them while they are awaiting escape, or internalize the LRA‘s violent lifestyle. As a result, many LRA members appear to be ruthless soldiers, and many escapees appear to be helpless victims. In reality, however, it is impossible to tell which children are pretending to internalize their roles in the LRA and which cannot successfully leave the group. Bibliography Allen, Tim. (2006). Trial Justice: the International Criminal Court and the Lord‟s Resistance Army. New York: Zed Books. Amnesty International. (1997). “Breaking God‟s Commands”: the Destruction of Childhood by the Lord‟s Resistance Army. New York: Amnesty International United States of America. Accessed on 13 February 2006 from . Behrend, Heike. (1998). ―War in Northern Uganda.‖ African Guerrillas. Ed. Christopher Clapham. Indiana: Indiana University Press. 107-118. ------. (1999a). Alice Lakwena and the Holy Spirits: War in Northern Uganda, 1985-1997. Trans. Mitch Cohen. Oxford, UK: J. Currey.
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End Notes [1]



I extend thanks to Sara Dorow for her insights into the plight of children, and Guy Thompson for his insights about Ugandan social and historical life. I also thank Paul Joosse and anonymous reviewers for their editorial comments. Special thanks go to Stephen Kent for his editing and his granting me access to the Kent collection on Alternative Religions, which is housed at the University of Alberta Library. 2 Tipu Maleng also may refer to ‗clean spirits‘ or dead relatives (HRW 1997, 65; Allen 2006, 35). 3 Today, the UPDF is supposed to protect the Acholi people in northern Uganda from the LRA, but the UPDF is from the south where many people believe that the Acholi always have killed, and always will kill, one another (Hovil and Lomo 2004, 20). Sverker Finnström (2003, 11) argues that Acholi culture is not a ‗culture of violence‘; nevertheless, some UPDF victimize the Acholi culture as a whole by accusing all Acholi of collaborating with the LRA. As a result, some Ugandans are less sympathetic to children abducted by the LRA and Museveni has less internal pressure to stop the war in the north (Mawson 2004, 135). 4 Because of the confusion regarding Alice Auma‘s name change to Alice Lakwena, for the purposes of this article, I will refer to her by her first name. 5 I cannot go into detail about Alice‘s practices here, but please refer to Heike Behrend‘s (1999a) book, Alice Lakwena and the Holy Spirits: War in Northern Uganda, 1985-1997, for further information. 6 One of two scenarios contributed to the failure of Lukoya‘s Lord‘s Army. The first scenario suggests that the deteriorating health conditions in Acholiland persuaded the Lord‘s Army to focus on medicine and relief (Behrend 1999b, 28). The second suggests that the Lord‘s Army was defeated in battle in 1989 and that government forces imprisoned Lukoya for years until he ceased claiming to be a savior and was released to build a church (Allen 2006, 37). 7 Most of these countries enlist soldiers who are sixteen or seventeen, unlike some rebel groups who will recruit children of any age and throw them into battle with minimal training (Coalition to Stop the Use of Child Soldiers 2004). 8 For more information about child soldiers in general or child soldiers in other countries, please refer to the Coalition to Stop the Use of Child Soldiers‘ book Child Soldiers: Global Report 2004, or to Michael Wessells‘s (2006) book Child Soldiers: From Violence to Protection.
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This accord prevents any legal action against children who had committed atrocities while in the LRA. Museveni passed the accord in an effort to encourage child soldiers and commanders to leave the guerilla movement, thereby weakening the rebel group by diminishing its members (Vinci 2005, 366367). 10 On January 7, 2005, the Sudanese government signed a peace agreement with the rebels in southern Sudan (Prendergast 2005, 2). Because the LRA was attacking rebels in southern Sudan, maintaining the 2005 peace agreement required that the government cease providing the LRA with supplies. 11 I have found only one testimonial that refers to a volunteer child soldier. J.O. told Amnesty International (1997, 31) that he met a boy in a Child Protection Unit who claimed to have joined the LRA to take revenge on the UPDF for murdering his aunt. The LRA forced the boy to kill J.O.‘s mother and brother, and he quickly regretted his choice to join (Amnesty International 1997, 31). 12 The Aboke girls that Els de Temmerman (2001, 45) interviewed said that if they touched their wounds, then the LRA beat them again with greater brutality. 13 Because the LRA tracks children‘s families following escape, most of the children‘s testimonies that I refer to are disguised with pseudonyms, which are identical to the names in the secondary sources that I cite. 14 G.O. reported to UN interviewers that LRA commanders beat a girl only for the first two times that she attempted to escape and then forced the other children to beat her to death on her third attempt. After her murder, the commander threatened that if anyone else tried to escape, then he would have all the children killed (UN 2003, 14). Moreover, another woman who was in her twenties when she was interviewed by Tim Allen‘s (2006, 66) research team testified that when she first attempted to escape the LRA commander beat her with a cane. 15 Even though many stories of cannibalism and blood drinking surround the LRA, it is possible that these stories are exaggerations of terrible atrocities. Luise White (2000, 243) notes that many Africans used stories of cannibalism among Europeans as resistance against the colonial regime. It is possible that survivors of the LRA use stories of cannibalism to express the intensity of their experiences and to denounce any moral standing that the LRA might otherwise have. It is also possible, however, that cannibalism exists within the LRA. 16 The feeling of no return that the LRA creates is similar to feelings created by other totalitarian groups. For an analysis of how these feelings affect individuals‘ dedication to their group—with specific reference to child soldiers in Sierra Leon—see Hundeide‘s (2003) ―Becoming a Committed Insider‖ (2003). 17 Catherine testified that she refused her husband, and the LRA beat her on the back eight times with a panga but did not force her to partake in sexual activities. As the result of community reprisals for rape, however, many girls try to downplay that part of their abduction. 18 I found one example of the LRA releasing a girl (named Cecilia) following the death of her husband (John Okech [UN 2003, 32]). 19 Some minor differences exist between the description of these rituals by Rudy Doom and Koen Vlassenroot (1998) and Heike Behrend (1999a). Doom and Vlassenroot (1998, 23) believe that Kony‘s soldiers transform into malaika when sprinkled with holy water and that controllers sprinkle all newcomers (rather than only soldiers) with this water. 20 This assertion even justifies the denial of medical treatment because only impure people get injured, become ill, or die (Van Acker 2004, 349). 21 For instance, Susan McKay and Michael Wessells (2004, 1646) argue that the post-traumatic stress disorder diagnosis labels children within a limited diagnosis and, therefore, results in a limited range of treatments.
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Book Reviews Justice Denied, What America Must Do to Protect Its Children Marci A. Hamilton, Cambridge University Press. 2008. ISBN-10: 052188621X; ISBN-13: 978-0521886215 (hardback), $23 ($15.41 Amazon.com). 200 pages. Marci A. Hamilton is one of the United States‘ leading church-state scholars, as well as an expert on federalism and representation. She is a former clerk to Justice Sandra Day O‘Connor. Hamilton is a Visiting Professor of Public Affairs program at the Woodrow Wilson School and the Kathleen and Martin Crane Senior Research Fellow in the Law and Public Affairs at Princeton University. She holds the Paul R. Verkuil Chair in Public Law at the Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law, Yeshiva University. Hamilton is the author of the award-winning book, God vs. the Gavel: Religion and the Rule of Law, and is a columnist on constitutional issues for www.FindLaw.com. In her new book, Justice Denied, What America Must Do to Protect Its Children, Hamilton makes a strong and solid argument for ending the statute of limitations (SOLs) for childhood sexual abuse across the United States and in all circumstances. Using language geared to the nonlegal scholar, Justice Denied is a comprehensive tutorial into the complex legal maze that affects the issue of child sexual abuse. It is a book every child advocate will want to read and refer to. Hamilton explains that SOLs are procedural timing rules that determine when one can go to court; and when SOLs expire, she says, the effect is one of ―locking the courthouse doors and throwing away the keys.‖ In calling her book a ―how-to‖ on stopping child sex abuse, Hamilton begins by explaining how SOLs routinely protect sex offenders, allowing them to go on to find new victims. At the other end of the spectrum, she says SOLs compound the harm done to survivors of sexual abuse by not giving them the justice they need and deserve. Hamilton says there is a drive to treat childhood sexual abuse as an idiosyncratic or isolated problem rather than the serious and massive national problem that it is. She points to the Catholic Church‘s clergy scandal and how it was first minimized and said to be ―peculiar to Boston‖ with its ―cultural liberalism.‖ In fact, as she reminds us, childhood sexual abuse within the Church was found to be nationwide. In revisiting clergy abuse, Hamilton says there is hardly an institution that has not consciously favored its own interests over the child‘s, and that institutions must be coerced to protect children‘s interests. In case examples, she shows how the instinct to cover up is strong in both public and private institutions. The law must change, she states, so that it is in the institution‘s best interest to turn in abusers. Calling it ―morally reprehensible,‖ Hamilton explains that the United States‘ legal system has structured itself in a way that systematically subverts the interests of children, ignoring and suppressing the needs of the millions of childhood sexual abuse victims over the interests of predators. She outlines how the states must go about abolishing SOLs and what the federal government must do, as well. By making the child the priority, she insists, these measures would accommodate the needs of survivors, identify child predators in our midst, allow more survivors to come forward, and deter institutions from hiding sexual abuse. Hamilton takes aim at the insurance industry and the hierarchy of the Roman Catholic Church as barriers to eliminating SOLs for their battling against child sex-abuse legislative reform. Other entities she names as also creating barriers are teachers‘ unions, defense attorneys (including civil-liberties groups), and an uninformed public.
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She declares that legislative reforms to date are inadequate, as are such measures as harsher punishments, pedophile-free zones, and Megan‘s Law. Her position is that it will take the elimination of SOLs for what she envisions as a coming civil-rights movement for children—a movement that will bring long-overdue justice for survivors, and that will let the public know who many of the predators in our midst are. Andrea Moore-Emmett



Hare Krishna Transformed E. Burke Rochford, Jr., New York, NY: New York University Press (The New and Alternative Religion Series), 2007. ISBN 978-0-8147-7579-0 (paperback), $22. 288 pages. Because I‘ve been involved in counter-cult work for nearly 30 years, one of my major interests today is how cultic groups change and accommodate themselves to new circumstances over time. E. Burke Rochford, Jr., details this process in the ISKON movement in his important new book Hare Krishna Transformed. Rochford, a professor of sociology and religion at Middlebury College in Vermont, has studied ISKCON for 30 years. Hare Krishna Transformed is an excellent examination, via personal interviews and research questionnaires, of how this troubled group has adapted to changing and often dire circumstances in order to survive. In the 1980s ISKCON could no longer able support itself through the sales of literature and preaching that had produced its large income in the 1970s. Members, who until that time had lived primarily together in ISKCON temples and communities, were forced to obtain outside jobs to support themselves and the movement. They were also forced to seek individual housing. These changes brought them into more contact with the outside materialistic world and weakened the group‘s opposition to the alien popular culture. At the same time, the young members began to marry, most of these marriages arranged by the group leaders as the only acceptable outlet in the Hare Krishna movement for handling sexual urges. The formation of families caused child-, women-, and family-related issues to come to the fore at the same time the rank and file members were questioning the legitimacy of the leadership. Rochford concludes that these struggles and the resulting changes the group made have transformed ISKCON from an isolated counter-culture organization into a mainstream congregational one. Changes in the economic structure of the organization and the living conditions of its members have caused ISKCON to soften its opposition to the outside-world culture. Such changes include that Hare Krishna children now attend public schools and ISKCON must accommodate that fact. As a result, ISKCON could no longer assert totalistic claims over the lives and identity of householders and their children, in large part because ISKCON‘S leaders lost their ability to control their members through financial dependence…Freed from ISKCON control, householders formed social enclaves between the larger culture and their local ISKCON community, which resulted in the disintegration of ISKCON‘S traditional communal structure. (p. 67) Hare Krishna leaders were forced to accelerate reforms when children who had grown up in the group disclosed the occurrence of severe physical, psychological, and sexual abuse in Hare Krishna ashram-based Gurukalas (boarding schools to which children as young as 5, and sometimes 3 years old, were sent); these schools operated either in the United States or in India from 1971 to the 1980s (p. 74). When the extensive child-abuse accusations Cultic Studies Review, Vol. 7, No. 2, 2008, Page 42



became public, primarily through a federal lawsuit filed in June 2000 in Dallas, Texas on behalf of 44 young men and women who claimed to be abuse victims, ISKCON leaders were forced to deal with these accusations publicly. By 2002, the number of plaintiffs in the case had grown to ninety-two (p. 92). Busy with their own work and separated physically from their children, parents had had little knowledge of the treatment and the inadequate education provided to them. Many who cared for children and taught in the Gurukalas were not qualified and did not like these jobs, which were on the lowest rung of the work ladder. Often occurring out of frustration and hidden from supervision, physical, psychological, and sexual abuse became rampant. High leaders themselves sometimes instigated the abuse, and they certainly ignored it. The abused youngsters‘ revelations prompted many ISKCON women also to complain about and attempt to rectify discrimination against them. Active and increasingly assertive and organized ISKCON women protested the negative view of women (women are the source of sexual temptation, they are not qualified for leadership roles in the movement, their spiritual role is to raise children and submit to the men). This protest prompted a countermovement among some men in the group, which was ultimately defeated. As a matter of practicality, women‘s leadership roles in the group also increased because with most of the men working at outside jobs, ISKCON needed the women to fulfill leadership roles in the remaining temples, and in the complicated and time-consuming organizational structure. As the result of drastically declining membership among westerners—the original recruits and target of founder Prabhupada‘s outreach—and of declining income, ISKCON has turned to cultivating Hindu immigrants from India since the beginning of the 1980s to increase membership and financial contributions. ISKCON initially appealed to the Indian immigrants because in those years there were few other Hindu temples to attend in the United States. Today most new ISKCON members are Hindus from India who come to the group‘s temples only on Sundays, primarily to meet other Indians and to affirm their Hindu heritage and identity. According to Rochford, this trend has resulted in a dilution of Prabhupada‘s original teachings and a general ―Hinduization‖ of the ISKCON movement. (Rochford reports little social interaction between the Western ISKCON members and the Indians, who do not share the group‘s spiritual teachings, especially Prabhupada‘s emphasis on preaching.) Rochford also points out that ISKCON leaders early on deliberately linked ISKCON to traditional Hinduism to counteract accusations that the group was a cult. The leaders were able to deflect much criticism of the movement by connecting ISKCON to other historical Hindu movements, and by using Indian Hindus to accuse cult critics and the government of religious discrimination when cult accusations were made. The author summarizes the important changes ISKCON has undergone: …world accommodation has gone hand in hand with the production of new cultural repertoires supportive of families and community development. When they were pushed out of the movement‘s oppositional world to establish lives in the conventional society, householders reworked ISKCON‘S traditional culture to make it responsive to new institutional demands… From radical beginnings that placed preaching and conversion above the needs of families, the Hare Krishna has evolved into an American religious community centered on family life. (p. 214) As to Rochford‘s methodology: I am not a sociologist. However, my father was a sociologist, and when I was as young as 5, he warned me about the pitfalls of statistics. While it appears that Dr. Rochford‘s research is for the most part accurate and extensive, my common sense and my father‘s long-ago warnings prompt me to wonder about the pool of interviewees and survey subjects Rochford (and other sociologists of religion) draw from, especially when they are querying ex-members about their attitudes after they have left the Cultic Studies Review, Vol. 7, No. 2, 2008, Page 43



group. For example, according to Rochford‘s study of former ISKCON members, ―In virtually every case, those former ISKCON members who responded to the Centennial Survey affirmed their unwavering commitment to Prabhupada‖ (p. 165). Rochford admits that the ISKCON ex-member population from which he drew his survey subjects might be a bit skewed: ―The sample of former ISKCON members is weighted toward those who remained in the devotee networks either inside our outside ISKCON. This is because the Centennial Survey questionnaires were distributed through devotee networks. Although considerable effort was made to include a wide range of former members, it is clear that those who were no longer involved in devotee relationships were unlikely to participate in the Centennial Survey.‖ (footnote p. 244-245, referring to points made on p. 164). I would like to have heard more from those ex-Hare Krishnas who have networked with ICSA and other helping organizations or individuals who have over the years reported abuse and mistreatment at the hands of the group and complete disillusionment with it. It seems to me Rochford could have gained access to them for his surveys if he had networked with us. (He claims he put in "considerable effort," but these people are readily available to us.) As usual, the sociologists of religion still ignore this pool of ex-members, attributing criticism of ―new religious movements‖ to ―deprogrammers‖ and ―anti-cult‖ groups. (p. 13). (By the way, when are these scholars going to stop using these outdated terms?) I realize that it is not the purpose of Rochford‘s book to deal with the issues of abuse in of ISKCON or other ―new religious movements,‖ other than to point out how the revelations of extensive child abuse and discrimination against women forced ISKCON to deal with these issues and to modify its structure to better accommodate children, women, and the burgeoning family structure in the movement. To be fair, Rochford does credit the ISKCON leaders, as we ―anti-cult‖ people do also, with honestly and openly dealing with the scandals of child abuse when they surfaced. (Of course, they were forced to do so when the nowgrown children made public the abuses; before that, these accusations were swept under the rug, a practice not uncommon in mainstream religions and institutions, as well.) And while sociologists of religion emphasize changes that ―new religious movements‖ undergo over the course of time, they rarely if ever acknowledge changes in the ―anti-cult‖ movement, particularly the constant increase in balance of fine scientific studies of cultic movements that ICSA researchers undertake. The sociologists must be aware of these studies—Rochford himself was featured as a prominent speaker at (formerly) AFF conferences in Seattle in 2000 and in Connecticut in 2003. Perhaps the problem here is these sociologists‘ use of the term ―new religious movements‖ to describe what we in the counter-cult movement call, for want of a better term, ―cults.‖ The key question is, as Rochford quotes fellow sociologist Eileen Barker, ―When do new religions stop being new? … In the twenty-first century the Unification Church, ISKCON, and Scientology are beginning to look old‖ (p. 215). Does the use of the term ―new religious movements‖ mean that when these groups grow older they are no longer abusive because they have had to accommodate themselves to the outside culture they created themselves to battle? Although this might be the case for ISKCON, if you believe Dr. Rochford (and before I accept that it is, I want to hear from ex-members not in ISKCON‘s network), it is not true for some of the other older groups. Hare Krishna Transformed is extremely useful for scholars. Rochford argues his points carefully and systematically, building his argument with excellent summaries at the end of each chapter and introductions to the next points he will make. He includes extensive appendices with explanation of statistics, charts, and data tables. The book includes numerous explanatory footnotes, a large glossary of terms, and a large useful bibliography. Hare Krishna Transformed also will appeal to a general audience. For example, the first chapter, ―Growing Up,‖ which traces the life of a boy born into and raised in the movement, Cultic Studies Review, Vol. 7, No. 2, 2008, Page 44



is especially interesting. Rochford‘s organization of ideas and writing is extremely clear, and the book is highly readable. Anyone interested in how these groups modify themselves over time and the situation of ISKCON in particular today should read this fascinating and informative work. Marcia R. Rudin



The Heart of Islam: Enduring Values for Humanity Seyyed Hossein Nasr, San Francisco, CA: HarperOne, 2004. ISBN-10: 0060730641; ISBN-13: 9780060730642 (paperback), $13.95 ($11.16 Amazon.com). 352 pages. The Caged Virgin: A Muslim Woman’s Cry for Reason Ayaan Hirsi Ali, London: Pocket Books (an imprint of Simon & Shuster UK Ltd, Africa House, 64-78 Kingsway, London WC2B 6AH), 2007. ISBN-10: 1416526234; ISBN-13: 9781416526230 (paperback), £7.99 (£3.99 Amazon.co.uk). 208 pages. No god but God: Origins, Evolution, and Future of Islam Reza Aslan, New York, NY: Random House, 2006. ISBN-10: 0812971892; ISBN-13: 9780812971897 (paperback), $14.95 ($10.17 Amazon.com). 352 pages. Can terrorists hijack a religion? If they can, what do the terrorists want us to believe about that religion? Is there anything in that religion to support the claims of a terrorist? Can ancient traditions survive modernization? Are sacred doctrines mutable? These are questions I had wanted to explore regarding Islam when that religion fell under serious scrutiny since September 11, 2001. Here, I review three books by Muslim authors that I found useful in this context, and which offer intelligent and challenging views. Seyyed Hossein Nasr wrote The Heart of Islam in response to the negative stereotypical opinions about Islam since 9-11. The author of this highly acclaimed book was born in Tehran, Iran. He received his advanced education at M.I.T. and Harvard. He taught at Tehran University from 1958 to 1979. Since then, he has been professor of Islamic studies at George Washington University. He is the president of the Foundation for Traditional Studies. On the back cover of the book jacket, Huston Smith praises Nasr as ―exactly the right man to author such a book, for I know no one else who is as solidly grounded in both authentic Islam and the complexities of the contemporary Western mind.‖ Nasr offers a basic history of Muhammad the Prophet and the development of Islam, but he concentrates on the wider cultural impact of Islam, and on the sects and factions within Muslim culture. He clarifies often-misunderstood and misapplied terms such as infidel and kafir, bringing them into proper focus under Sharia law and scripture. In his chapter ―One God, Many Prophets,‖ Nasr reminds us that much of the animosity by Muslim sects toward secular modernism and Western values stems from ―the danger of loss of identity,‖ or fear of extinction as a people if traditional values erode. Yet, Nasr argues, within ―Quranic‖ doctrine ―many verses concern the reality of One God and the multiplicity of revelations sent by Him.‖ Traditional Muslims are not so much anti-West, he says, as they are wary of importing the same vices that are destroying the morals and values of the West. He points out that the ―fundamentalism‖ among Muslims that so many in the West fear is actually no more virulent in its proselytizing than ―secular fundamentalism‖ is in its own way. The problem is with the extremists who do not define the ―center‖ of ―traditional‖ Islam. The heart of Islam shares the same quest for compassion and universal truth sought in the heart of any of the great religions or ethical systems. Nasr shares the metaphysical views of Frithjof Schuon and his ―transcendent unity of religions‖ that is ―part and parcel‖ of Cultic Studies Review, Vol. 7, No. 2, 2008, Page 45



the general discourse among Muslim intellectuals worldwide. In this discussion about the essential universal message of the Quran is the hope for a better relationship among differing factions in the religious landscape, both inside and outside of Muslim tradition. Ayaan Hirsi Ali (born in 1969 in Somalia) published The Caged Virgin as De Maagdenkooi in the Netherlands in 2004. My daughter, a teacher in Australia, heard Hirsi Ali speak in Sydney at an authors‘ conference in 2007. Hirsi Ali was the only speaker with bodyguards. My daughter sent me a copy of this book. Hirsi Ali grew up Muslim in a traditional family in Somalia and Kenya, but as a young woman ran away to avoid an arranged marriage to a distant relative in Canada. She made her way to the Netherlands, applied for and was granted asylum, learned Dutch, and worked as an interpreter. There she struggled to live and gain a Western education with a degree in political science. She became a parliamentary representative, lately with the Liberal Party. Along with filmmaker Theo van Gogh, she produced the highly controversial Submission: Part 1, a 10-minute piece that features a female actor illustrating culturally mandated, cruel treatment of Muslim women living under a fundamentalist or literal interpretation of the Koran.i A radical Muslim murdered van Gogh shortly after the film‘s release in 2004. The killer left a death threat against Hirsi Ali pinned with a knife that was stuck in van Gogh's corpse. Hirsi Ali, who has continued her mission to bring enlightenment to fundamentalism in Islam, has been under guard since. In 2006, Hirsi Ali stepped down from the Dutch parliament to accept a position with the American Enterprise Institute. She intends to help with research regarding the relationship of the West with Islam and violence against women propagated by religious ideas. With The Caged Virgin, the author argues that if one follows the ancient tribal values and morals imbedded in Muslim scripture and tradition, then women will be forced to submit to harmful physical and social behaviors. She argues that simplistic and antimodern interpretations of passages from the Koran are more the norm than the exception throughout Muslimdominated nations. Men are also harmed because they are raised by naïve, if highly devoted women with the same primitive values, which thus promotes a vicious cycle of rigid codes contained in Sharia law. These old tribal codes tend to promote wife-beating and, in some cultures, the mutilation of women through female circumcision and suturing the vagina to protect virginity. Hirsi Ali also argues that a virgin bride is so highly valued and anything less so roundly condemned that Muslims will lie and cheat to sustain the illusion of virginity. If a Muslim woman commits sexual misconduct with a man and is found out, the woman receives the more severe punishment under a strict Sharia culture, according to Hirsi Ali. Much depends on the cleric‘s interpretation of the crime, so the punishment can range from a whipping of ―one hundred lashes‖ [to both the man and the woman, according to the Koran Chapter 24, verse 2] to stoning to death. The author states that many young women will find doctors to resuture their vagina after they‘ve become sexually active before marriage, to convince their husbands that they are truly virgin. Her concern for Muslim women came to light after she settled in the Netherlands when she worked as an interpreter for social servants who were trying to help dislocated and abused Muslim women at the shelters. The experience had a profound effect on her personal philosophy and lifestyle. She eventually proclaimed herself an atheist and a lesbian. Because of her radical position, even moderate Muslims take issue with her harsh position on the culture and the Prophet. Hirsi Ali says she is not trying to destroy the culture, as some critics claim, but rather that she is expressing the need for modernist reform of the entire culture. Her current project is the philosophical fantasy Short Cuts to Enlightenment, about the Prophet Muhammad waking up in a modern New York library where he is exposed to new and interesting ideas unavailable to him during his lifetime. Cultic Studies Review, Vol. 7, No. 2, 2008, Page 46



Hirsi Ali‘s position stems from her privately letting go of the fear that she says Muslim culture imbedded in her as a child—fear of losing salvation over disobedience to the god of a culture that does not listen to the pleas of abused women. In contrast, she views the advances in civil rights and democracy as products of the liberal Western education that she came to appreciate. Her chapter title, ―Let us have a Voltaire,‖ is telling. She argues that history proves her point. In their early centuries, ―the Muslims created a multiethnic, multiracial culture, and universal world civilization. Yet today, compared with the Christian West, the Muslim world has become poor, weak, fractious, and ignorant‖ (page 50). Reza Aslan takes a more sympathetic route to finding within Islam the essential teachings necessary for reform, and for avoiding the dangerous misinterpretations of holy writ used by aberrant clerics who influence terrorists. If you choose just one book of the three books to grasp both the history and beauty of Islamic tradition while seeking to reconcile its value in a modern context, I would recommend that you read No god but God by Reza Aslan. The author was born in 1972 in Tehran and is a Muslim believer and an internationally acclaimed scholar of religions. Aslan is an assistant professor at the University of California at Riverside. He continues to appear on television news programs as an expert commentator on Islam. In his book, Aslan recounts the controversial facts that brought the Quran into being and describes the formation of subsequent Muslim cultures that appeared during reformations. He recounts how the Prophet truly thought he might be losing his mind when he first experienced the vision to produce the Quran. Muhammad did not trust the powers of seers, yet he came to accept that Allah called him to be a special prophet. We can say ―the rest is history,‖ but it takes a gifted and sensitive historian to bring those events into focus for modern times. Reza Aslan has done that very well in No god but God. Aslan explains the difficulties of an ongoing Islamic reformation as traditionalists struggle to meet modern needs, and lapsed, modernized Muslims return to their family faith with novel interpretations in ―garage mosques‖ worldwide: ―Reformations, as we know from Christian history, are bloody events. And though the end is near, the Islamic reformation has some way to go before it is resolved‖ (page xvii). He writes eloquently about the history and splintering of Islam while carefully defining words and concepts often misunderstood in the West. He includes a glossary in the back of dozens of significant terms. For example, Imam in Shi‘ism is the divinely inspired leader of the community. The role of the Imam in a Shi‘ite sect is embodied in the Biblical Adam as the first Imam on Earth. The Prophet‘s role was ―to transmit‖ while the Imam ―translates.‖ We learn from No god but God that after Muhammad established his religion and passed on, the ―Companions,‖ or those with direct knowledge of the Prophet‘s life and teachings, created a body of oral anecdotes, or hadith. These anecdotes became a basis for much of the developing Islamic law; however, because of muddled memories and insufficient regulation, authentication of hadith became almost impossible: By the ninth century, when Islamic law was being fashioned, there were so many false hadith circulating through the community that Muslim legal scholars somewhat whimsically classified them into two categories: lies told for material gain and lies told for ideological advantage. (page 68) Aslan points out other difficulties Muslim scholars and clerics face. Islam is not a centralized religion—it has no Vatican or single governing body to produce a catechism of consistent teachings. Arabic, the language of the holy Quran, lends itself to various interpretations. For example, Aslan considers verse 4:34 in two differing translations, Ahmed Ali‘s and Majid Fakhry‘s. The final word in the verse we can render ―beat them‖ or, equally, ―turn away from them,‖ ―go along with them,‖ or ―have consensual sex with them.‖ The implications for treatment of women are profound. ―If one views the Quran as empowering women, then Ali‘s; if one looks to the Quran to justify violence against women, then Fakhry‘s‖ (page 70). Cultic Studies Review, Vol. 7, No. 2, 2008, Page 47



The author explains the development of the heretical Wahhabi doctrine that dominates Saudi Arabia with its roots in ―tawhid,‖ or a rigid fundamentalist monotheism. Al-Qaeda and the Taliban derive their radicalism from Wahhabism. Aslan tells us of the mystics of Islam or Sufi movement, and so much more worth savoring. In this brief review, I must overlook mentioning much of the content of all three books. I hope only to offer an indication of the respective approaches. Personally, I am glad I read and reread all three authors, who seem to agree on one thing: Islam is in a reformation period, and violence will certainly attend it. Reza Aslan reminds us that Muhammad launched a revolution in Mecca to replace an archaic, rigid, and inequitable … tribal society … It took many years of violence and devastation to cleanse the Hijaz of its ―false idols.‖ It will take many more to cleanse Islam of its new false idols—bigotry and fanaticism— worshipped by those who have replaced Muhammad‘s original vision of tolerance and unity with their own ideals of hatred and discord (page 266). But Aslan is hopeful, as we all should be, especially if we continue to support Muslims who seek that same original vision of the Prophet. After having read these books, I can better appreciate the struggle (jihad) of good Muslims dedicated to rescuing their culture from the fanatics and angry fundamentalists who would rather kill the infidel than coexist with a more tolerant and educated civility. Note:



[i]



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SXGZBs65qMs Joseph P. Szimhart



Shamans and Religion: An Anthropological Exploration in Critical Thinking Alice Beck Kehoe, Waveland Press, Inc., 4180 IL Route 83, Suite 101, Long Grove, IL 60047-9580, 2000. ISBN-10: 1-57766-162-1; ISBN-13: 978-1-57766-162-7 (paperback). $13.50. 125 pages. Dream Catchers: How Mainstream America Discovered Native Spirituality Philip Jenkins, New York, NY: Oxford University Press, 2005. ISBN-10: 0195189108; ISBN-13: 978-0195189100. $16.95 Some books are necessary antidotes to other, incredibly popular books that distort public perception. One such remedy is Shamans and Religion by Alice Beck Kehoe. Another is Dream Catchers by Philip Jenkins. Both authors address popular (if surreptitious) New Age appropriations of Native American religion and misappropriation of traditional shamanism. More than twenty-five years ago when I was searching for a way out of an intellectual morass regarding religious ideas, I turned to Mircea Eliade (1907–1986), whose autobiographies were great reading for errant seekers like me. His densely written studies titled Yoga (1969) and Shamanism (1964, English ed.) popularized two approaches to experiential religion. Eliade was the intellectual seeker‘s scholar. He was the head of the Religious Studies department at the University of Chicago. When he gave academic thumbsup to Carlos Castaneda‘s fantastic first novel about an apprenticeship under a Yaqui Indian, we felt justified in believing in Castaneda (1925–1998). Castaneda was one of the most successful New Age hoaxers in the twentieth century. Castaneda‘s books, along with Eliade‘s Shamanism: Archaic Techniques of Ecstasy, helped to usher in a New Age industry of neoshamans such as Michael Harner and don Jose Luis Ruiz, with their lucrative transformational workshops. Eliade has had his critics (Robert Ellwood lists some of them and the criticisms in Politics of Myth). However, Kehoe‘s small book drives criticism of Eliade and the neoshaman movement into a compelling if provocative conclusion: Neoshamanism is ―racism.‖ By this Kehoe means an Cultic Studies Review, Vol. 7, No. 2, 2008, Page 48



intellectual or ivory-tower racism that looks down on and dismisses the achievements of a living ancient culture as if shamanism represents a lesser evolved human being who needs a more advanced culture to properly interpret it. Thus the neo-shaman is one that feels justified in appropriating techniques of shamanism and marketing them for personal benefit. Furthermore, the neo-shaman mixes or ―syncretes‖ occult notions from various religions and spiritual philosophies as if shamanism shares a common perennial basis with all religious ideas. Alice Beck Kehoe (b. 1934) specializes in fieldwork among cultures with ancient roots, especially the traditional healers and seers of North American Plains Indians. She has been a professor of anthropology and archeology at the University of Wisconsin and Marquette University. As her book‘s subtitle indicates, Shamans and Religion is an ―exploration in critical thinking.‖ Kehoe begins by establishing the actual setting of a shaman culture in Northern hemisphere areas, especially Siberia and North America. She argues that, since the late 19th century, scholars and novelists have misapplied the term shaman to healers and seers of cultures worldwide that bear no relation either to the Siberian Tungus people who produced the term or to their peculiar rituals and philosophy. Kehoe examines how her predecessors tagged shamans as living ―fossils‖ in the progressive evolution of religious behavior that has culminated in modern European religions. Early anthropologists surmised that shaman culture was a ―childish‖ stage, one in which ―primitive‖ or savage men believed in magic, much as preschool White children might. Kehoe‘s intent is to distinguish proper anthropology from both the ―armchair‖ scholarship approach of Eliade and the New Age misappropriation of shamanistic technique for individual embellishment. Shamans proper were servants of their communities, not the psychotherapy seekers that populate neo-shaman workshops in America. Now, I do not disparage the healing or emotional boost any person might experience while ―journeying‖ at a Michael Harner Way of the Shaman workshop, but I applaud Kehoe, who chose Harner‘s New Age approach to shamanism as a prime example of misappropriation and racism. Kehoe‘s effort reasserts the science in anthropology. She would ask that we at least respect indigenous religion for what it means to the culture that formed it. She takes Harner to task when he in 1990 wrote ―with respect‖ that ―shamanism‖ survives in ―primitive peoples‖ and ―low technology cultures‖ worldwide. Thus Harner homogenizes what he sees as primitive mysticism and tribal ritual into one word—shamanism. He claims to have distilled the essence of that shamanism, and then he recycles it for eager customers who want a piece of authentic ―Indian‖ experience. Kehoe‘s last chapter, titled ―Deafening Silence,‖ considers what Professor Yolanda Moses (president of the American Anthropological Association) said: ―The silence is deafening.‖ Moses herself has some African ancestry and is labeled a black American. ―No one seems to see themselves as racist,‖ says Kehoe on page 91. Professor Moses noticed that no one was saying anything about this form of academic prejudice against cultures that had no written language, thus could hardly compete in the academy with representatives. There persists a nineteenth-century notion among anthropologists, ―a kind of generalized model of Primitive Man. It is an unintended legacy of Progressivism.‖ Kehoe was quoting William Adams who stated that in The Philosophical Roots of Anthropology. By Progressivism, Adams refers to assumptions that modern man is more evolved; therefore, we have a right to pigeonhole less-evolved cultures in our image as if they were ―other‖ and non-Western. To clarify Kehoe‘s notion of racism further, I worked with a television news reporter in New Mexico in 1987 to produce a series called New Age: Faith, Fad, or Fiction? The reporter was Conroy Chino, a full-blooded Acoma Indian whose culture still resided on a mesa-top Pueblo outside of Albuquerque. Chino‘s family males were ―medicine men‖ who still practiced the old ways while also living as modern Americans. He told me that his people were often Cultic Studies Review, Vol. 7, No. 2, 2008, Page 49



puzzled by white seekers who wanted to join in their rituals. ―We are not doing anything special or better than their religions offer,‖ he said. Of course, his uncles would politely turn away these errant white folks. Less strident but more thorough than Kehoe, Philip Jenkins offers a clearly written, impressively researched historical survey of the same early conflict with Native religion and controversial modern assimilations of Indian spirituality in white or non-Indian society. Beyond the history, he offers useful sociological insight and criticism. Kehoe‘s book covers a mere 125 pages, while Jenkins fills more than 300 with nearly 500 endnotes that contain an average of 5 to 10 references per note! Jenkins‘ companion book to Dream Catchers is Mystic and Messiahs: Cults and New Religions in American History, published in 2000. Indeed, he covers much of the same territory in Dream Catchers but with his eye keenly on Native American or Indian culture throughout. Jenkins begins Dream Catchers at the point of early contact between primarily a Protestant Christian culture and American Indians in the east. These Christian missionaries saw protoChristian tendencies among most Indians, but they also noted superstitions and ―diabolical‖ practices. In their view, Indians worshiped a Great Spirit, but they needed to know who God really was. By the late 19th century, evolutionary theory among American intellectuals implied that Indians were merely ―children‖ in their spiritual awareness and not diabolical. Further developments by the 1920s, inspired by insights from psychology, interest in Asian religions, and the occult renewal ennobled a number of activists to flip the equation: Indian spirituality might be superior and closer to primordial truth than anything the Western religions had to offer. Some would claim that Turtle Island (America) was populated originally by people from ―Red‖ Atlantis. Jenkins covers this latter period through his focus on the lives and activism of Mabel Dodge Luhan, Alice Corbin Henderson, D. H. Lawrence, and others who settled in the Southwest, especially in New Mexico. Indians did benefit politically from all this positive attention, but the syncretism non-American Indians applied to their religions muddled popular understanding and appreciation. The work and commentaries of Frank Waters, Carl Jung, and Jack Kerouac, for example, helped Westerners to absorb Indian ideas as if they were part of a primal mystical pool shared by all ancient religions. According to Jenkins, it was Frank Waters with his immensely popular The Book of the Hopi (1963) ―above all who made the Ganges flow into the Rio Grande.‖ Waters‘ syncretism included his reverence for the pseudo-Sufi teachings of the controversial Gurdjieff, which Mabel Dodge had introduced to him. Jenkins examines pseudo-Indians such as Sun Bear and neoshamans such as Michael Harner as examples of the next wave of popularization of Indian spirituality, from 1960 to 1980. These New Age entrepreneurs established a workshop industry mainly attended by middle- and upper-class whites seeking the Indian experience. By the late 1960s, red power arose along with black power and the Hippie movement, which combined American and Asian Indian spiritual ideas and costumes into their loose spiritual style. Jenkins notes that while New Age Whites scrambled to claim any drop of Indian blood that flowed through their ancestry and any past life as an Indian, few if any sought black blood or black African lives. Indians were somehow more ―spiritual‖ by nature. I noted this same prejudice in 1976 when I worked as an art instructor at a large penitentiary in New Mexico. Although racial tension existed between Whites, Blacks, and Hispanics, they all seemed to leave the Indian prisoners alone. One Hispanic prisoner told me that inmates shared a special reverence for the Indians and their suffering under the dominant society. He noted that Indians have ―spiritual power.‖ Jenkins addresses the current status of Native spirituality in his last two chapters. He writes that Indians have both absorbed New Age notions that define their culture and reacted Cultic Studies Review, Vol. 7, No. 2, 2008, Page 50



against the same, referring to the New Age use of sweat lodges and peyote as ―cultural theft.‖ Some Indians go so far as to call it cultural genocide. In light of such reactions, Jenkins asks how, then, do we define ―authentic‖ religion? What standard prevents a syncretic cult in the New Age movement from claiming authenticity? ―They make certain bold assumptions about the nature of religion; about the role of authenticity and historicity, and the potential for change and development over time‖ (p. 243). He asks whether we are arguing about olives or onions. Do we peel away the surface to find the nugget of truth, or is the truth in the peels themselves, without a solid core? Jenkins refers to a landmark decision in the US verses Ballard case of 1944 and the statement by Supreme Court Judge Robert Jackson. Ruling on the outcome of the fraud case against the Mighty I AM, Jackson said that the ―bogus and deceptive cult‖ that taught ―nothing but humbug, untainted by any trace of truth‖ offered a ―blatant case of deception.‖ Jackson acknowledged the potential for harm to ―over-credulous people,‖ yet ―the price of freedom or of religion or of speech or of the press is that we must put up with, and even pay for, a good deal of rubbish. . . . By that standard,‖ writes Jenkins, ―the neo-Native religion of the New Age groups is as valid as any other, and deserves as much respect‖ (p. 249). He sums up this view on page 254 by noting that the encounter, despite the exploitation, has been overwhelmingly positive, sincere, and respectful for both Indians and Whites. The interaction has drawn Native religion into the mainstream. Jenkins concludes that ―there is no sign that this process of influence and adaptation will cease.‖ I thoroughly enjoyed reading both books and learned a lot from both authors. Inasmuch as some neo-Indian groups and leaders harm and mislead, neither author offers redress. But that might be another topic altogether. Reference Ellwood, Robert S. 1999. The Politics of Myth: A Study of C. G. Jung, Mircea Eliade, and Joseph Campbell. Albany: State University of New York Press. Joseph P. Szimhart



The Battle for God: Fundamentalism in Judaism, Christianity, and Islam Karen Armstrong, U.K.: Harper Collins, 2001. ISBN-10: 0006383483; ISBN-13: 978-0006383482 (paperback), £6.99. 464 pages. U.S.: Ballentine Books, 2001. ISBN-10: 0345391691; ISBN-13: 978-0345391698 (paperback), $15.95. 480 pages. Religious fundamentalism has unsettled and perplexed many persons. Karen Armstrong in this book maintains that by understanding fundamentalism and its role in history, Westerners can come to understand that we cannot put down fundamentalism by force. If we are to defeat fundamentalism, we must first understand it. Through understanding, we can take it seriously and devise humane and thoughtful strategies for coping with it. Armstrong focuses on essentially twentieth-century fundamentalist movements as a reaction against the scientific and secular culture that first appeared in the West but has since taken root almost everywhere else. She has chosen to study the three monotheistic faiths side by side to emphasize the vast similarities in the growth of fundamentalism. In many instances, one can also draw analogies between fundamentalism and the development of cults. According to Armstrong and other quoted sources, fundamentalist movements follow a certain pattern: Cultic Studies Review, Vol. 7, No. 2, 2008, Page 51



1.



There is a spirituality at risk and a response to a perceived crisis;



2.



There is a conflict with enemies whose secularist policies and beliefs are contrary to religion itself; and



3.



This battle is not a conventional political struggle but is experienced as a cosmic war between the forces of good and evil.



Armstrong says that fundamentalists retreat from mainstream society but can be quite pragmatic in creating an ideology that provides the faithful with a plan of action, often under the guidance of a charismatic leader. According to Armstrong, what separates us from our ancestors is our extreme focus on realism and not myth, on actual events instead of the meaning of the event—logos vs. mythos. Ancient peoples regarded logos and mythos as inseparable and indispensable to life. As societies began to discount mythos as false and superstitious in favour of science and technology, fundamentalists felt and continue to feel that they are battling against forces that threaten their most sacred values. Throughout this book, one learns that the modernizing process can induce great anxiety. As their world changes, people can feel disoriented and lost. Emotions of helplessness and fear of annihilation may follow. In extreme circumstances, these emotions may erupt in violence. In less extreme circumstances they may lead to isolation and/or attempts to change the threatening world. Armstrong sums up by saying that fundamentalist ideologies are rooted in fear, with a need for fundamentalists to segregate the faithful. This way, the battle for God can then be seen as an attempt to fill the void created by scientific rationalism. Alternative societies spring up, with the faithful demonstrating their disillusion with cultures that cannot easily accommodate the spiritual. Fundamentalists often lack the compassion that all faiths have insisted is essential to religious life. Instead, these modern branches of fundamentalism are preaching an ideology of exclusion, hatred, and, as noted, even violence. Armstrong finishes the book by identifying the problems with rationalism, which often shows lack of respect for religion and its adherents. She states that secularists must also show benevolence, tolerance, and respect for humanity, and show empathy for the fears, anxieties, and needs of the fundamentalists amongst us. A worthwhile and scholarly read. Bonnie McKenzie
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News Summaries Details on these and other news reports are available in the ICSA E-Library.



Fifty-seven-year old Christhiaon Coie, Tony Alamo‘s stepdaughter, has spoken at length with the Southern Poverty Law Center‘s Intelligence Report (Spring 2008) about the origins of his cultic organization. She calls her late mother, Susan, a charismatic ―con artist with a keen intellect and few morals‖ who worked with Tony to recruit and indenture marginal families and individuals on the West Coast, eventually building the cult into the antiCatholic, anti-Semitic, money-making ministry it became. Coie notes that the Alamos persuaded their followers not only to scrounge for food in dumpsters, but to collect welfare checks by convincingly demonstrating that drugs addled their minds. The Supreme Court has rejected former Aum Shinrikyo member Yasuo Hayashi‘s appeal of his death sentence for conspiring with other members in the poison gas attack on the Toyo subway in 1995. Jim Bakker has moved his TV show from a converted restaurant near Branson, MO, to a 600-acre development in Blue Eye named Morningside that includes ―a surreal indoor streetscape of Italianate store facades and condo balconies ... a grand chapel at one end and a portico at the other, the entire scene playing out under a ceiling painted like a cloudless blue sky.‖ The facility is similar to Heritage USA, the Christian theme park and resort in South Carolina that was the center of Bakker‘s PTL empire before his fall. Bakker, who still owes the IRS more than $6 million, and says he has renounced his ―prosperity gospel,‖ has no registered ownership rights in Morningside. Many former followers still support him, including the ―man behind Morningside,‖ Jerry Crawford, who has given Bakker $25 million. Crawford, who credits the evangelist with saving his marriage, denies that Bakker has ―suckered‖ him. The recently released Pew Forum on Religion and Public Life survey, the most comprehensive look at the American religious ―landscape,‖ which includes conversion numbers, finds that half the population changes religious affiliation during their lives, and that a third of native-born Catholics have left the Church — to be replaced by recent immigrants. Although the U.S. still has a Christian majority, there is a religious marketplace where people shop for affiliations, and churches tailor their teachings to attract new members. In addition, there is a trend for younger Americans ―more likely to belong to minority churches than to Christian ones.‖ Hahnemann University (Philadelphia) physicians say, in the November 2007 issue of Clinical Psychology Review, that eye movement desensitization and reprocessing is merely the latest in a series of widely touted but unvalidated therapies for the treatment of anxiety and trauma. One of the authors asserts that such therapy is ―the same stuff psychologists have been doing for 20, 30 years, exposing patients to the thing they‘re afraid of, and the reprocessing or cognitive restructuring.‖ Members of The Family [formerly The Children of God] in Uganda — like The Family communities elsewhere in the world still fighting the ―sex cult‖ stigma gained in earlier years — say that they are more liberal than they used to be. For example, a parent allows her daughter to marry a Muslim. ―We have changed our perception of non-members,‖ she said, adding that the group no longer uses the term ―systemites‖ to refer to non-members. The Family says there were 1,238 Family homes and 10,202 members worldwide in 2005. Stephen Kent, a professor of sociology at the University of Alberta, who has studied and written about David Berg, founder of The Family, believes Berg‘s repressed sexual emotions ―exploded‖ after the death of a mother who had punished him for sexual experiments as a child, experiments he continued when he came to lead a group of free-love hippies. In Lustful Prophet: A Psychosexual Historical Study of the Children of God's Leader, published Cultic Studies Review, Vol. 7, No. 2, 2008, Page 53



in 2002, Kent writes: "Berg, alas, is not a great religious figure, and his solution to his own childhood-based guilt brought havoc unto those who relied upon him for guidance. He alienated the older generation of his mother‘s friends, destroyed his own marriage along with the marriages of others, probably lost a son to suicide, ―eroticized‖ the relationships with his daughters and granddaughters, and denounced his eldest daughter, all in the process of the pursuit of his own passions.‖ Having said recently that cults are ―an inexistent problem in France,‖ and that a parliamentary commission‘s 1995 list of cults was ―disgraceful,‖ President Sarkozy‘s chief of staff, Emmanuelle Mignon, now adds, in response to the controversy engendered by her remarks, that the list was complied without ―thorough verification‖ and ―No one doubts today that certain groups should not have been included in that list. Just because a spiritual group is not officially linked with a traditional church does not mean that it is necessarily a cult.‖ Dr. Darshak Sanghavi, writing at length in The Boston Globe Sunday Magazine (3/9/08), tells the story of Maria and Jose Azevdo, a Jehovah’s Witnesses couple he counseled who refused to allow life-saving surgery for their newborn, which would have involved blood transfusions. The Azevedos eventually acquiesced in a judge‘s ―authorization,‖ following the doctor‘s request for a court order, to allow the operation to go forward. The couple does not feel they have betrayed their religious principles, and the Jehovah‘s Witnesses ―seem to endorse this end run around the transfusion ban for children,‖ says Dr. Darshak. Mississippi officials announced in February that they will close the Columbia Training School for troubled young women following charges by former detainees, and their advocates, of ―horrendous physical and sexual abuse,‖ even death while being restrained, at the hands of supervisors. Columbia, which was sued twice in the past on similar grounds, illustrates a widespread national problem: a survey indicates that there were 13,000 claims of abuse at juvenile correction centers from 2004 through 2007 — in a population of 46,000 detainees (2007) — although only some ten percent were confirmed by investigators. An expert says that training of guards, and oversight, could minimize or reduce the problem, and some states are reforming their systems. [An article in the March 3, 2008 Daytona Beach News-Journal, taken from an AP survey, illustrates some of the reported abuses.] Some members of the doomsday cult near Penza, central Russia, have left the group‘s cave, and those who remain say little as they await the end of the world, scheduled for May. Previous attempts of local people to establish contact with the cultists drew gunshots. Sect founder Pyotr Kuznetsov is currently being treated for paranoid schizophrenia at a psychiatric hospital. The Utah legislature has voted more than $300,000 to support a ―Safety Net Initiative‖ aimed to provide services to people suffering abuse and neglect in polygamous communities. An original bill was broadened to include residents of ―underserved‖ and ―culturally isolated‖ communities in Utah and northern Arizona that are not polygamous. The program coordinator said the measure ―fits with the goals of the attorney general‘s office. We want communities to be healthy and people to be safe and know that help is available.‖ Various agencies had cut back their services to the target population when a $700,000 federal grant for a similar purpose was not renewed. Scientology critic Keith Henson was recently released from a U.S. prison after serving four months of a six-month sentence in California for anti-Scientology activities that included criminal threats, picketing Scientology facilities, and posting copyrighted Scientology material on the Internet. Henson fled to Canada when charged and asked for permanent Cultic Studies Review, Vol. 7, No. 2, 2008, Page 54



residence there on compassionate and humanitarian grounds. But Canada refused and he was deported to face U.S. law. His three-year probation agreement forbids him to annoy, harass, or come within a thousand feet of a Scientologist. ―I still fear for my life,‖ he says. ―My problem is that I haven‘t been paranoid enough in the past.‖ Invoking eBay rules, Scientology has prevailed upon the trading site to stop hosting auctions for second hand ―e-meters‖ — Scientology spiritual counseling devices — because the church says it owns the trademark and patent rights to the device. The church‘s legal right to demand this is being contested. Three women raised in Scientology, including leader David Miscavige‘s niece, have launched a Website, ExScientology Kids.com, that accuses the church of physical abuse, denying some children a proper education, and alienating members from their families. Meanwhile, the popular Internet culture blog ―BoingBoing‖ says that Scientology founder L. Ron Hubbard plagiarized a 1934 German book and turned it into the church‘s basic text. These and other Web-based attacks on Scientology threaten the organization‘s traditional ability to control its image. Web-based criticism of Scientology may be increasing because the aggrieved, whom Scientology has typically attacked personally for their complaints, find a certain safety in anonymity and numbers on the Internet. Munich authorities have closed Scientology’s Kinderhaüs Child-care facility, saying, ―The well-being of the children in the establishment was under threat because the education process was based on the principles of Scientology.‖ The German federal Office for the Protection of the Constitution has also closed down Neo-Nazi and radical Muslim groups with teachings deemed antithetical to a free and democratic society. With 1.7 million square feet of office and residential space in Clearwater, and between 5,000 and 12,000 members living and working in town, Scientology is ―turning the city center into a virtual Scientology campus.‖ Judges on a panel of the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals, in California, now hearing an appeal that questions a 1993 settlement between Scientology and the Internal Revenue Service, ―appeared sympathetic to a couple‘s claim that the agency isn‘t treating members of all religious groups fairly concerning charitable deductions for educational expenses‖ — this according to a recent report in the American Bar Association Journal. The suit was initiated when the IRS refused to allow Orthodox Jews Michael and Marla Sklar to deduct some of their children‘s private religious school tuition. The Sklar‘s now want access to the Scientology-IRS agreement that they say will show Scientologists have been allowed to take substantial deductions for ―religious training and services.‖ They want the same benefit. The IRS says that the private agreement with Scientology involves religious training rather than the kinds of religious education the Sklar children get. The law journal report cites one of the judges saying that the issue ―does intrude into the Establishment Clause,‖ and that the ―bottom line‖ is whether the IRS has, in fact, agreed to treat members of one religious group differently from members of another group. The report concludes, however, that, ―Even if the IRS did discriminate by allowing Scientology training deductions, that doesn‘t necessarily mean that the Sklars will get to take similar education deductions. The proper course of action is a lawsuit to [put a stop] to that policy,‖ a concurring judge said in the 9 th Circuit‘s 2002 written opinion on an earlier case brought by the Sklars. Three Scientology kindergartens are operating in Tel Aviv without licenses and ―without the ministry [of Education] being aware of their principles,‖ according to YNet (Israel), 3/21/08. A ministry official says, ―The pedagogical aspect will be examined this year and we will then make a final decision whether to grant [one of the kindergartens] a permanent license.‖
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Scientology in March failed to get a court order in Clearwater to restrain further protests by the Internet-based anti-Scientology group Anonymous. The judge said Scientology had failed to link individuals named in the church‘s recent lawsuit with alleged harassing phone calls, obscene emails, and bomb and death threats. The suit also says that the alleged vandalizing of Scientology churches around the world has been encouraged by videos on YouTube. A statement sent to the St. Petersburg Times, purportedly from Anonymous, denied and condemned such acts or threats of violence. In January, St. Martin‘s Press published Andrew Morton‘s Tom Cruise: An Unauthorized Biography, which paints ―a scathing portrait of the actor‘s chosen religion as a moneymaking, fascist, mind-control sect led by Cruise‘s closest friend, David Miscavige, a gunloving high-school dropout with a Napoleon complex who runs a religion like a paramilitary group.‖ A Scientology video of the presentation of its 2004 Freedom Medal of Valor to Cruise features a ―manic‖ Cruise urging his co-religionists to commit themselves to Scientology. ―Being a Scientologist, when you drive past an accident, it‘s not like anyone else,‖ he said. ―As you drive past, you know you have to do something about it. Because you‘re the only one who can help.‖ Scientology‘s attempt to keep the Cruise video off the Internet — on the ground that showing it infringes copyright laws — is failing. It‘s still showing on YouTube as well as on the Manhattan-based media site Gawker, where segments have been viewed more than 2.7 million times. A journalist researching Scientology calls the production ―a brilliant work of agitprop.‖ Thanks to the Internet, says a former Scientology official, ―Members of the general public know more about Scientology than decades-long members do. (Scientologists are forbidden to access anti-Scientology Websites.) High-level Scientology defector Robert Vaughn Young once said that the Internet was going to be Scientology‘s ―Waterloo.‖ Former members say Scientology is now targeting for recruitment regions that are statistically less likely to have Web access, like Central America or where relevant Web material is not available in English, as well as African Americans. An Anonymous member says that its anti-Scientology campaign isn‘t against or religion. We respect the right for them to believe what they want. We lawsuits and their bully tactics. Every religion goes through its stages of Catholics had the Crusades, but for the first time in history, the common enough power to stop Scientology before it gets to that.



―their people oppose their infancy. The people have



Former members, especially highly ranking ones, are leaving the church. One who worked in the Office of Special Affairs for 20 years, and spent more than $200,000 on Scientology courses, left because she was not allowed to take her epilepsy medication, even when Scientology methods couldn‘t cure her. She says members remain for a very long time because there‘s always another level in the organization to reach for. ―You don‘t want to give up. It‘s a group fantasy.‖ The departure of chief spokesman Mike Rinder, the Australian baritone — who told 20/20 in 1998 that Hubbard was one of the great men of world history — is like Goebbels leaving the Nazis,‖ says another defector. To keep high-level members active and striving, president David Miscavige announced in 1995 ―the golden age of tech,‖ which was ―essentially a claim that Scientology‘s auditors had been doing everything all wrong.‖ ―We just discovered a treasure trove of L. Ron Hubbard,‖ Miscavige said, meaning that everyone needed to do his or her courses over. ―And pay for them, naturally.‖ In another move to retain commitment, Scientology will soon introduce a ―super power rundown‖ course at the massive high tech, office-residential facility it‘s building in Clearwater. Billionaire hedge fund manager and Scientologist Matt Feshbach, who has piloted the new program, now says, ―I am not [any longer] dependent on my physical body to perceive things,‖ adding that he saved the life of a young boy with his new abilities by stopping him from running into the street. Cultic Studies Review, Vol. 7, No. 2, 2008, Page 56



Former religious teacher Samaria Ali, 57, a graduate of Al-Azhar University and a member of the Sky Kingdom ―deviant‖ sect, has been found guilty of apostasy from Islam and sentenced by a Malaysian judge to a term in jail. Kamaria‘s refusal to respond to the judge‘s greeting — ―Assalamualaikum‖ — indicated that she had not repented. The Pew Forum has published Politics and the Pulpit, a guide to the rules governing political activity that apply to non-profit organizations (including churches and other religious groups) that are tax exempt under section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code. The guide, which asks and answers a host of frequently asked questions concerning the legality of religious organizations‘ political activities, includes hypothetical case studies to make the rules clear. The ashes of Transcendental Meditation founder Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, the ―physicist-turned spiritual guru‖ who died in Amsterdam in February, were in April ―immersed‖ in India‘s Narmada River. K. Gordon Neufeld, author of Heartbreak and Rage: Ten Years Under Sun Myung Moon, briefly reviews his involvement in the Unification Church in the March, 2008 issue of First Things, and concludes that despite some headlines made by Moon in recent years, the organization is moribund and fading away. ―Moon‘s movement never exceeded five thousand core members in the United States, and what remains are mostly families born to those weary parents who once pounded the streets so tirelessly selling Moon‘s wares.‖
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